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The problem of this study was to determine the development ,
present status, and emerging trends in simulated office education with
implications for developing guidel ines for initiating simulated programs.
Data for this research was obtained from available sources at the
)

Johnson Camden Library at Morehead State University.

These included:

(1) periodical literature represented in the Business F,ducation Index,
(2) periodical literature represented in the Business Periodicals Index,
and (3) professional literature through Morehead State Unive.rsity ' s
interlibrary

lo~

plan with other institutions.

In addition, data was obtained from outside sources.
included:

These

(1) personal correspondence with directors of simulated projects,

(2) information from the Kent ucky State Department of F,ducation, and

(3) visitation to .. the Ballard Model Office, Louisville , Kentucky.
The descriptive method of research was utilized to develop this
thesis.

The three processes used were:

(1) collecting data,

(2) analyzing data, and (3) presenting facts , interpretations , and conclusions in readable form.

2
laborator~es

From its inception in the 1940' s, simulated office
have been rapidly expanding.

In the 30 years that simulation has been a

part of business education, the facilities as well as the curriculum have
been broadened and expanded in order to meet the increasing needs for
business education.
The businessman ' s demand for qualified office workers has forced
business educators to design relevant business curriculums.

Currently,

federal funds make available to business .educators the most elaborate
facilities--classrooms, office equipment , furniture, and supplies.
result , the course entitled Office Practice is being
Of~ice

•

phas~d

out.

As a
The

Practice class is being replaced by co-op programs, model offices ,

and simulated office labs.
From about 1898 to the present time, instruction in office
practice has expanded in scope from the restricted role of providing
secretarial education to that of providing terminal vocational education.
The primary

f~ctors

that contributed to the growth of office practice

were. . the growing number and the complexity of .business enterprises as
well as the increased school enrollment with its changing characteristics.
· These

f~ctors

have forced business educators to revise the business and

office clirri~ulum constantly.
.

.

. The fact that the demand for more qualified office workers has
increased

~ensely

during this century is proof that

th~

business educa-

tion curriculum has a legitimate function in educating proficient office
workers .

The demand for relevancy has caused the accelerated growth of
\..

simulated programs.

This is evidence that business educators are

striving to keep pace with the demands of society.

The growth and

3
acceptance of simulation as a part of vocational education is verification that simulation has a legitimate function in the business education
curriculum.
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Chapter 1

THE PROBLEM
Introduction
In recent years , changes on the educattonal scene evolved as a
result of Vocational Legislation of the. 196o•s.

Educators have begun to

hear the demands for " relevancy" and "accountability" in educational
curriculurns.
As a result , headlines now contain terms such as behavioral
schools, behavioral outcomes, living textbooks, student-centered curr iculurns, interaction analysis, modular scheduling, and learning pacs.
These terms describe the innovative methods and materials being developed
through national, state, and local efforts to upgrade the standards and
levels of education in America.

Many of these terms are not new terms,

but they are merely receiving new emphasis and concern.
In

~ecognition

of the need to equip students with attitude and

personality development, the terms simulation and model office are
~ecoming

quite popular and are emerging as valuable tools of business

educators • .
Simulation is . certainly not a new term.

As citizens living in an

age of space technology, people are familiar with simulation as it relates
to

~pollo .

Simulation ts even an old idea to business educators.

past few years,

Vocation~

In the

'"Education
Legislation has placed greater

emphasis on block instruction and

educat~on

1

based on actual job performance .

2

As a result , simulation has been given new life and is generating a great
deal of enthusiasm.

This enthusiasm is illustrated by the multitude of

articles being written on sinrulation as well as on the office education
curriculum.

In the final analysis, simulation may be the key needed to

bridge the credibility gap between classroom theory and actual task
requirements.
With this in mind , the researcher has chosen to prepare a
descriptive survey to collect and to analyze data in order to formulate
specific guidelines for developing simulated office programs.

This is an

attempt to draw together, in one place, information that may be meaningful
when implementing office education programs.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to determine the development , present
status, and emerging trends in simulated office education with implications
for developing guidelines for initiating programs.
?urpose 0f the Study
The purpose of this study was to develop a brief account of the
d~velopment

of simulation in office education and to determine

emerg~

trends and challenges facing business educators in developing relevant
office education programs in order to establish specific guidelines for
implementing office simulation.
Need for the Study
This study was undertaken to compile , into meaningful form ,
various sources of information on simulation in office education.

As a

3-

descriptive study, this effort is an attempt to collect, to analyie, and
to. interpret . selected data in order to establish gtlidelines for developing ·
simulated programs.
Although the model office concept has spread widely and rapidly
throughout the United States, Kentucky has only one model office now in
it
~

operation.

'

This model office is in its first year and is in the experi-

mental stage.

As yet,.no attempt has been made to establish

guidelines or recommendations for developing such programs.

a set

of

The

researcher feels that more programs mi&ht be established if teachers knew
more about simulation and the model office.

In addition, they would be·

more likely to try something new if they had a specific set of guidelines

i
I

J

Mr. Lee Cantrel, the State Supervisor of

r

or recommendations to follow.

t

Business and Office Education, states, "! do feel that guidelines will be

l·

f

meaningful, even necessary, in our efforts to get model office programs
·started throughout the state.n1
Therefore, the researcher feels a definite need to establish a set
Of guidelines, based on research, that may be used by those interested in
working with or in developing a model office or a simulated program •.
Delimitations
This study·of office ·simulation is basically limited to.the years

l
I

·i ·
!
f.
'

1960 through 1970, as major advancements in simulation have largely been .
brought about as a r.esult of the provisions of the Vocational Education
LeITT.slation of the 1960•s.

lf
I

r

lLetter from LeRoy Cantrel, State Department of Education, Bureau
of Vocational Education, State Supervisor of Business and Office Education, Frankfort, Kentucky, January 7, 1972.

4
Definition of Terms

,,
'Employee indicates a student participating in a simulated program.
Model office and sinmlated office laboratory ref er to interchangeable terms describing a situation within the business department
where·facilities 1. equipment, and instructional content are organized to
give the appearance of a real office operation.
'

Parent company designates the model developed for classroom use.

'

·Pattern company identifies the business or office that has been
used in designing the model office and in developing the specific
i

activities of the parent company.
Pre-sinmlation orientation describes a_one-week or a longer block

,,
],_

of time normally initiated to assist the ·student in i!djusting to the
environment of the model office.
·.

'

Pre-simulation sequence means s;uccessful completion of business
courses

pr~or

to actually working in· the model office.

courses would be:

An example of such

Account.ing I and II, Shorthand I and II, and Typewriting

I a,nd II. . .
Simulation refers to those classes or activities designed to
create .ail office..:type environment by creatively .sinmlating or copying the
operation of. an office situation and the conditions under which

t~e

stu-

0

dent will b~·e'xpected to perform on the job.
Situation sinmlation designates a sinmlated program where those·
.

··..

.

people iri charge
of the
own operation and
.
. sinmlated project design their
.

...

develop their own materials based on the local community or situation•

5
Method or Procedure
The descriptive method of research was used to develop this study
. ~·

I

on simulation in office education.

As background, the researcher reviewed

the methods of descriptive research in various education.and research
texts.
The researcher obtained selected data as follows:
1.

Information relating to· simulation and office education from

professional material in business and office education through the Johnson
Camden Library at Morehead State University or through interlibrary loan
from other institutions,
2.

Information relating to current programs and materials

designed for simulated programs through personal correspondence with
directors of these projects to determine present status and emerging
trends,

3.

Other information from the Kentucky State Department of

"

Education, research projects·, and existing programs ·in simulation to.
establish guidelines for implementirii simulated programs •.
'·

4,

Visitation to Ballard High School in .Louisville, Kentucky,. to.

observe the operation of a model office.

5, ·Business Education Index.
6.

,.''

'

"·

Business Periodicals Index.

Chapter· 2
THE DEVELOPMENT OF OFFICE PRACTICE INSTRUCTION
IN THE UNITED STATES
t·

•i
f

Education for Employment

f
I

The history of office practice instruc.tion is relatively brief
compared with our traditional stenographic and bookkeeping programs.

f

Although "practice" for office jobs is as old as. the apprenticeship
system of education, the specific program of office practice instruction
developed at a very slow pace.
During the very early years of office education, students were

t

prepared for entry-level positions by learning a variety of isolated subjects such as shorthand, typewriting, and bookkeeping.

As early as 1870,

attempts were inade to incorporate ideals of o_ffice behavior and attitude
into these programs since this type of instruction was considered terminal.
However, the major emphasis throughout the early history of business..
edu~ation was· that.of educating bookkeepers and stenographers.

Thus, we

might say that the. stenographic and bookkeeping aspects of the .office
practice program have been in existence since 1870•
J

However, a formal .course called "office practice" did not appear.
until later.

Offic~

practice did not gain in prominence until the early

1900•s.
Actually, office practice instruction was of little concern to
writers until the 1950 decade.

However, as office practice instruction
6

7
. gained targe-scale interest, it began to lay the foundation for

cur~icular

change in the entire area of business education.
This chapter contains a discussion of the historical development
of office practice instruction in the business curriculum from· about 1898
·- ....

to·the present time.

··v•:- '·•

'··-~·

- ·" ..

~ ·~

;

,._,

'

~.

__.

Office Practice in the Public High School
: With such factors as the growing.number of business enterprises,
increased complexity of office jobs, and inventions such as the typewriter, new office jobs were created.

These· jobs were nonstenographic and

nonbookkeeping in nature; and, thus, the need came about for clerical
instruction· in the busi.Iless curriculum.
In 1898, a course entitled "Commercial Methods and Office Practice"
was offered in a four-year commercial curriculum at Central High School in
· Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.2 The course was offered in the junior year
for two class hours a week. and thought to include ". • • a study of the
organization of business enterprises, insurance, card cataloguing and
. indeking, n~t~·s, and mortgages.n3
I

'

·Prior to 1900, there are few.facts to indicate the number of office
pra1:;tice. :cour.ses ·affe:red.

However, twq 'specific studies disclose the

,.
,.

growth of

th~

office

p~actice

course •. In 1917, Koos conducted a survey of

95 scho~ls in 15 st~tes· (Color_ado, Illinois, Indiana, Io~a, Kansas,
Michigan, _Minnesota, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, Nerti). Dakota, Ohio,

;.

2Gertrude Mary Miller, •lit ·synthesis of Research Findings and
Thought Pertaining ·to Office Practice Instruction," (Unpublished Doctor's
dissertation, Indiana University, 1961), P•. 35.
3Ibid., P• 35.

8

Oklahoma, South Dakota, and Wisconsin) .
courses were offered in 21 schools .

He found that office practice

In 1919, Lyon randomly surveyed 143

secondary schools and found these courses offered in 57 percent . 4
In 1903, and again in 1915, the Commission of Nine proposed two
curriculums-a stenographic curriculum and an accounting curriculum.5
However, these curricula did not include specific training for clerical
positions.

As a result, the business curriculum did not meet the needs

of the growing school population.

There still existed a need for

instruction of a nonstenographic and nonbookkeeping nature due to an
increased demand for office workers.

Therefore, the curriculum was

expanded to include pre-employment preparation for clerical workers.
In 1920 , most high schools offered a "general business curriculum"
with the major objective of providing pre- employment preparation needed
for clerical jobs.
From 1920 to 1940, more research was conducted on the stenographic
and bookkeeping aspects of office practice.

This research was spurred 'on

by such factors as :
••• the level of the American economy, the status of
business education in the business curriculum, the writings
of such pioneer s ag F. G. Nichols, and the nature of the
school population.

4Ibid., p. 36 .
51ena Voncille Burrell Prewitt , 11A Comprehensive Analysis; Classi- · .
fication, . and Synthesis of Research Findings and Thought in the Area of
Office Practice Instruction, 1951-1959 ," (Unpublished Doctor ' s dissertation, Indiana University, 1961) , p . 11.
61ena B. Pre~tt , "Research in Office Practice ," The Office .
Practice Program in Business Education, Forty-third Yearbook of the
Eastern Business Teachers Association, Part I {Somerville , New Jer sey:
Somerset Press , 1969) , p. 28.

9
The research revealed that clerical skills were required b.ut the
business curricula did not include courses to meet·<this need.

However,

the greatest concern for the growth of the clerical sequence has been
evidenced since the 194o•s.

Machines, especially the typewriter, have

been an intregal part of the business education curriculum· since about
Ii'··

1920. World War II brought about large-scale interest in the clerical and
machines aspects of office_ practice.

Emphasis on machines and clerical

training as a part of the business curriculum has been continuous since
'
that time. According to the Biennial Survey of Education in the United
States, 1948-1950, the office practice course included any of the courses
with the following titles:

Business Skills, Calculation, Clerical Practice,

Clerical Training, Duplicating, Filing, Machine Calculating, Machine
PI:actice, Model Office, Office and Social Practice, Office Training,
r

Penmanship and Spelling, or Secretarial Practice. 7
Since this study, employment data show that the ratio of employed
office personnel to gainfully employed worker_s has been constantly
increasing.

According to Miller:

In 1890, there was approximately one office worker· for
every 117 gainfully employed workers; in 1920, one for
· every· 25 w9rkers; and in 1940, one for every 11 workers.
While the total· population increased 105 percent in the
50-year period from 1890 to 1940 1 the number of gainfully
employed workers increased 123 percent and the number ci.f
office workers _increased by 2 1 500 percent.a
However, in spite of this demand for office workers, the develoI>-:ment of

office_prac~ice

courses in secondary schools was slow.

This slow

development was a result.of such factors as lack of competent teachers,

7Miller, op. cit., p. 38.
8Miller, op. cit., p. 39.

10
·- .....
financing limitations, opposition· by administrators, lack of materials and ·
texts, and the inertia of teachers who ignored.these growing demands.

In

·addition, the office occupations were so complex that teachers had difficulty determining the duties of office workers. 9

l,

i'

;.

Office Practice and Vocational Education
;

';..

During the 1950's, office practice courses grew rapidly.

r.

'

In

addition to being offered as separate classes, office practice instrilction
-was integrated into other subject areas such as shorthand and transcription.
Thus, office practice was offered as an equal part of courses having a
combination title such as Typing II and Office Practice.

By

this time,

office practice included training on various machines incorporating the
interaction of a variety of skills.
· The office practice course received its greatest impetus in the
late 1950's and the early 1960 1 s.

Office practice was spurred on by the

Federal Legislation of the 1960 1 s.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963

t

clearly defined the role of business education.

This Act set the

educational goal of business and office education as "initial, refresher,
an~ upg~ading education lead:i.Dg to employment and advancement in an office

car·eer -and to meet trained office manpower requirements at local, state,
..
.
.
10
and national·levels.
· As·a·result, emphasis on the office education curriculum was
reqirected.:_ .·This was the first time in history that business education

...

9Ibid., P• 39.
10
.
.
Bruce I. ·mackstone and Edgar I. Stahl, "Vocational Act Holds
Challenge for Office Educators,"- American :Vocational Journal, XL (September,
1965)' 21-22.

• •

-

•.;--,.,.:"'_<

•-"'--.'•

-.'...-·-•-r-"-----·-----------

/·

11

was given fed'eral support in the form of financial aid.
came vocational schools and vocational curriculums.
practice just office practice.

No longer is office

Federal funds make available the most

elaborate office equipment, supplies, and fiµ-niture.
'.

With this aid

The office practice

course is currently being phased out as a separate class ·in the business
curriculum.

(.

It is time to forget the one- and two-semester office

practice· class of the past.

Office practice has now evolved into co-op

'

.

programs, model offices, and simulated office labs.
,.

Office practice is

not dead-but is merely a part of a new revolution-an "Accountability

· ;·

Revolution."

t

'\.
I

,.

-

.

:

.
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.
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Previous to 1940
Dr. Richard F. Meckley, former project. director at-the center for

Vocational and Technical Education in K;mawha, West Virginia, defines .
simulation as

11

a form of learning by doing.1111

Thus, according to Dr.

Meckley, a· second grader practicing a penmanship drill while learning to

t

write would be involved in the process of simulation.

!

f

'

f;

'

'·'

On the other hand, business educators would view this as a very
"loose" definition of simulation.

In fact, the act of practicing a pen-

manship drill would be considered as

11

real 11 practice.

Business educators

consider simulation to be an imitation or practice closely related to the
actual practice but not the ·actual practice itself.

In other words 1

·

simulation would be used only when the actual learning vehicle is not
avaiJ.able.
In view of .this.idea of simulation, the armed services were the
first modern-day institution to effectively utilize the principles of
simulation. for educational
.
. purposes.
Research on ..the ·use of simulation has been conducted quite
extensivel;i• by, and fo;r, the mili_tary services.

McClelland states that

,.
11Richard K. Meckley, "Simulation in Leadership Training, 11
A~erican Vocational Journal, VL (September, 1970}, 26.

12

.13
· nsinnilation has been found to be an effective technique for training
off~cers and enlisted men. ,.l2

In war games, troops were provided with

equipment and were drilled in the basic movements and steps involved in
i·

'

..

the actual war.

Although this was a type of practice, the training period

appeared as actual field experience to the troops who were seriously
involved in an educational process,

McClelland further recognizes that

"there is considerable similarity between the inilitary jobs on which .these
studies have been done and the jobs for which vocational education is
desigried. 1113.
Thus, it appears 'that the positive results

ob~ained

by the armed

forces through sinnilation training could have been one of the reasons that
prompted business educators to incorporate these prin.ciples into the

••'

business ·education curricula.
Late 1940's
· . Simulation, now considered to be a part of cooperative education,
was.not recoghized as such until the Vocational Education Act of 1963.
Although cooperative education has received emphasis as a part of
·vocational education since 1946 when.the George-Barden Act was signed
into public law,.no specific mention was made of· cooperative office
I

education in that or subsequent acts until 1963.

In the late 1940·• s,

"the trend.seemed to be. toward a model office in the high s~hools.n 1 4

12wi11iam A•. McClelland, "Simulation-Can it Benefit Vocational
Education?" ·America:ii: Vocational Journal, VL (September, 1970), 26 •
·... 13Ibid., p. 26 •

...

. . : · 14Arky J. Aliano, "A Brief History 0f Supervised Office Experience·
in·America, 11 Eastern Business Teachers• Association Journal, VIII (Spring,
1970)' 56 •.

14
As early as 1949, there were indicatio;is of

off~ce

practice ·1abora-

tories •. · Fasnacht defllied the office appliance laboratory as "simulating
in.arrangement, design, beauty and procedure; the actual office situation. 11 15
In addition, _he prescribed, in detail·, the type and· amount of equipment

,.

needed to run his

11

ideal lab. 11

Fasnacht felt that students experience more

realistic tr8.ining when the learning activities in the lab. are designed
similar to the departmental layout and work· flow in a business office.
Thus, he suggested that the lab be developed through a departmental

..

scheme •

'

'
Early 195o•s
Simulation on the High School Level.

'I

"'

By the early 1950's, there

were indications that simulation might be incorporated into the high
school business curricula.

. .,

In 1952 1 for example, a simulated office practice class was
developed at Struthers High School in Struthers, Ohio. 16 Although his .
classroom contained ?nly mea!$er equipment, the instr.uctor developed. the
Struthers Manufacturing Company as !;:i.s parent company.
stress on job application and success.
job,

w~s

He placed much

Each of his st:udents ·applied for a·

given an interview, and was assigned to· a position

wit~

Struthers.

"Mr·. Instructor" served as President and General Manager .of Struthers.·

Each employee was assigned a special job such as duplication,
.

.

.

voic.escription (comparable to machine transcription), payroll, mail clerk,

l?Harol~ D. Fasnacht·, "Equipment and Supplies for the Office
Appliances Laboratory, 11 Business Education Forum, III (April, 1949), .15.

16Laddie J. Fedor, 11Meaningful Office Practice in a School Which
Provides Limited Office Equipment, 11 Business Education Forum, VI (April,
1952),_29.

.. .
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stenographer, or assistant to the General Manager.

A. student needing

remedial drill in grammar or in mathematics was sent to the company• s
school where arrangements were made .for him to review until he·.was ·ready
to acquire a position within the company.

Instruction sheets with out-

lined duties were given to each employee.
As jobs were completed, employees were promoted to other positions

•'.

within the company.
promotion.

The rate o.f pay increased as the student received a

I.f an employee wanted to remain on a particular job longer in

order to "specialize," he was allowed to do so.
'
At the end o.f the simulation,
a .final interview was given to each

employee.

In evaluating the program, the director stated,

it was sur-

11

prising to see how much improvement the pupils had made in poise, the
ability to answer questions about certi:in experiences, and the con.fidence
which they portrayed by their ability to handle a job. n 17
In 1955, simulation entered St. Joseph's High School in Lowell,
Massachusetts, in the .form o.f a one-year o.f.fice practice and procedures
course.

During the presimulation orientation, :the students were tqld to

assume they were employees o.f the United Products Corporation which was a
"producer and. distributor o.f 111erchandise of all kinds. 1118 The main of.fice
of United, located in New York, had branches in each o.f the principal cities
of the United States.
During the

p~riod

.o.f employment with United, each employee compiled

a notebook to be used as a re.ference manual.

i

I

In addition, each emP.loyee

l 7Ibid., p. 30.
18sister Saint Matthiew, . 11The Of.fice Practice Class is a Working
Class!" Business Education Forum, IX (February,· 1955), 13.
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rotated through the Accounting Department, Billing Department, Duplicating
Department, and Filing Department.
At the end of this simulation, time was allocated to formal job ·
applications. Each employee prepared a data sheet, filled out an appli.cation, wrote a letter of application, ·obtained a small photo and socialsecilrity number;· and prepared for a personal interview.
either accepted or rejected.19

Finally, he was

• .<

Simulation and the Junior College.

By 1953, it appeared that

simulation was moving toward the. junior college level.

For example, a

model office was developed in the San Benito County High School and
i

'

Junior College in McAllister, California.

t

20 x 30 feet, arid provided job stations for 25 students·.

I

The model was housed in a room
The custodial

staff designed and constructed cabinets for duplicating machines, linoleum-

t

topped storage cabinets, and a collating bench.

'i

In addition, they als<:>

refini.shed the office furniture and cabinets in a gray ·lacquer.

f:

t
'

.equipment in this

early model included:

Quantity

Description

13

drop-center secretariaJ.·desks
executive-type desk
4-drawer vertical file cabinets
12-tray Kardex :i;ile
double-drawer 5. x '8 card file·
single-drawer 3 x 5 card file
·1,500 unit stencil file cabinet
desk trays
· 11-inch standard typewriters
12-inch electric typewriter
18-inch elite typewriter
full-key adding listing machines (key-driven)
key-driven calculator
desk-mo~l bookkeeping machine
~-phone ·transcriber

1·

6
1

1.
1:).

18•
~-

12

t"

·1

2
1.
1
1
\1

19rbid., p. 14.
j

'

The

I

!.

r

17

i·
'

Model 445 A. B. Dick Mimeograph
ditto electric liquid duplicator
mimeoscope
numbering stamp
staplers
machine stands
lS-inch paper ·cutter
small typewriting.table
large typewriting table
standard chairs
rotary-driven calculator
ten-key adding listing.machine (electric)·
full-key adding listing _machines , (electric) 20

1
1

1
1

4
4
1
1

1

. 22
1

1
2

Each class period in the model office was considered an
day,

eight~hour

There were six job' classifications based on competency and on degree

of skill.

A clerk-typist represented a Class I emriloyee (a Class I

employee received an·hourly rate of $.50).
A rotation plan was used so each employee had an opportunity to
work in each of the four departments (Accounting, Duplicating, Filing, and
Typing and Stenographic Services),

In addition,

each employee had an

opportunity to advance to the position of supervisor. ·

r

.,
Each employee clocked in and checked his job station daily for a

l;;·

list of duties,

t·

records he needed to complete his assigned· tasks.

F

He immediately began work, referring to whatever office
At_ the· end of the week,

l

each employee received a check for the days he worked, less Social Security

Ii·

an4 income tax deductions.21

. ~

•.

·t

.

The Work of Sister Therese.

simulation :was Sister Mary Therese of Madonna. High School in-_ Aurora,
Illinois,22 mdence points out that Sister Therese". was one of the·

2~gar Heffley, 11A Day iii. the Ofnce Practice Class, II Busine·ss
Education Forum, VII (February, 1953), 20.
·

21 Ibid., p. 20.
22Aliano, op. cit., p. 56.

I

.

One of the early advocates of otfice

18
motivating forces behind the model office movement.

Under her model office

plan, students were to receive experience comparable to that obtained in an

,f,

office.· According to Sister Therese:
If the office practice class is more like an office
where the students, under the dire.ction of the teacher,
meet the hundreds of experiences met daily by the secretary
and office worker, then stepping from the class into an
office will.be merely a change of place.23
.
Therefore, in 1953, Si.ster Therese developed a working office

i(

practice class.

The main objectives of her course were to teach each

student how to operate the switchboard, handle telephone calls, make
'

'1.

appointments for an· employer, receive callers, and write clear, ·concise

•'·

and courteous business letters.24 In addition, each student needed to
become familiar with the basic machines used in the office.
Sister Therese felt that actual use of a switchboard was imperative if a student was to learn efficient switchboard techniques.

i'

she designed .her own inexpensive switchboard.
wooden PBX.

Thus,

She constructed a small

The telephone company supplied.the plugs, jack ·fittings,

cords, and keys.

She used a dry cell battery·to ring the bells and to

flicker the red, white, and amber lights on and of_f.

While she operated

the wooden.PBX in the.front bf the room, the students used smaller cardboard models.
Before the class started on the models, telephone techniques were
th9roughly demonstrated "and explained,

Sister Therese stressed tact, p·oise,

discretion, common sense, and the proper use of the voice and expression
over the phone.

23sister Mary Therese, "Make Office Practice Class More Than
Practice;" Journal of Business Education, xXx (February, 1955), 205.
24Ibid., p •. 205.

l:t,
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!
'
;

Sister Therese found that the students were more enthusiastic

'

toward .classwork; as 11 a project like this is its own motivation.11 2 5
In addition to the switchboard model, Sister Therese had her

students act as secretaries on a rotation basis to businessmen who were
.asked to dictate to the girls.

If a bu'sinessman was unable to be present,

either Sister Therese or one of her girls dictated.
Sister Therese was also one of the fir-st to stress personality
development.

Throughout her entire office practice course, she placed

emphasis on "being." in relationship to 11 doing 11 in order to drive. home the
importance of personality.

Sister Therese felt that upersonality develop-

ment ·shoUld not be treated as a unit of work within.the course, but rather
as a backbone of the course itself; something that needs the same frequency
of exercise as does a skill. ,,26
·.As a final step in preparing her students for office work, Sister
Theres~

had each student apply for a job and participate in an employment

interview. ·Each day she posted an ad on the board.

Several students

acted as applicants and. came to class as though they were seeking a real

I

position.

Each applicant was greeted by another member of the class who

'

act.eel,
as·.a
.
. receptionist.
.
.

I·

Each student was interviewed.and subjected to a

s·er;i.es of'. tes.ts in order to prove his ski1ls.

These tests included

•

dictation ani;l. trans.cription, machine transcription, typing, . and the use
of duplicating and calculating. machines.

At the close of each day's

interviews, ··other· students offered constructive criticism and suggestions.

25sister Mary There~e, 11G'ood Morning, Madonna Office Practice Class, II
Catholic Business Education Review, V (Novem~er, 1953), 63.

26si~ter.Mary Therese, op. cit., p. 205.
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"on the following day, Sister Therese, serving, as employer, selected the
student for the position and explained :why this particular student had
f

j'.

t,.

'i·

\;

been chosen.

'·.···

Sister Mary Therese, in her efforts at Aurora, was one of the

Ii

pioneers in. the model office concept by making her office practice class

~

an "office experience"

!
·'i

,.I'

clas~.

Sister Therese expresses her philosophy:

The business classroom must be a laboratory where,
just as in the experimental sciences, practice and
experience in actually carrying out of the theory is
provided. An~ other kind of office_ practice classroom
is a failure • 7
. ·
.· .
.
Although there are indications of earlier attempts in simulation,
Sister Therese's philosophy of business education and her early innovative
experiments in office practice laid the groundwork ·for future work in
office simulation.
Recommendations of Archer.

-i

i'

l
'

In- 1959, ·Archer, coauthor of General

Office Practice, set forth recommendations for designing a model. office
experience class.

These recommendations were possibly the first guide...;•

lines e.ver de'lieloped: for initiating a model office program."
Archer suggested that during. those_ last precious we~s of training
when time is slipping away so quickly in. the office practice class one
should consider· using the model office.

According to Archer, '.'one of ·the

best vehicl:es for providing the needed integration in office practice
instruction is the model office plan. 11 28

...

'

However, Archer felt that the model office experience must be
planned in order to be effective.

Thus, he recommended .a speci.fic outline
..

27sister Mary Therese, op. cit., p. 204;.
28fred C. Archer, "Model Office Experience Before Graduation,"
Business Teacher, :XXXIV (May-June, 1959), 12.

to follow when developing the model office program,

First, he felt that

11 the model office obviously needs to be associated.· with a business to give·
the whole operation realistic
flavor and purpose, 1129
.

·He

further
.
. .suggested

that the pattern.company selected for simulation should deal in products
·that have characteristics such as color, size, weight, or.variety~

This·

provides the employee with a challenge when.reading and placing orders,
pricing, or billing and stock keeping.
Second, .. the teacher must develop a teaching unit on writing order
letters,

As perhaps 2,500 to 3,000 letters were needed for the.model

operation, he recommended that the .students write the letters for the
operation,

The.teacher should make certain that the students have a

'variety of orders--small orders, large orders, cash orders,

c.

0, D,

deliveries, and charge orders,
·_The third step in setting up the model, according to Archer, is
to decide the number and type of work stations needed for the operation,
A beginning model office teacher should "pic)c out a few basic operations
and expand the coverage later as judgment, experience, and facilities
dictate ...30 Pos.sibly mail h~dling, billing,. checking, filing, and .duplieating would.be a.logical beginning for a newcomer,
,.i

Archer refers "to ·his fourth step. as "preparing the other props,"

i
~hese

props include:
1,

An organization chart to show what has to be done and
by whom:
·

2,

An office layout to permit smooth flow of work,

3,

Job descriptions and work samples for each work station,

29Ibid., p. 12,
. 3oibid, , p. 12,
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Informal rotation plan of work assignments.

5• Forms such as invoices, receipts, work sheets, checks,

.r

envelopes, stock records, ·cash journals, letterheads,
and inter-office memorandum forms.

r

6. Supplies such as pencils, erasers_, rulers; carbon paper
record sheets, paper clips, scratch paper, file folders,
· rolls of adding machine tape, index cards and stamp pads.

•

;.

'

.'

7.

Office devices such as date stamp, staplers, £taple
remover, pencil sharpener, visibl~ files, and a sorting
tub.

8.

Equipment such as adding and calciila:tfug. _machines
duplicating devices, file cabinet, typewriters, desks,
tables, supply cabinet, and postage i;cale.31 .

Finally, after the pattern company

I'

has_b~en

se+ected and the props

assembled, the teacher is ready to start the operation._ Again, Archer set
forth four stages in order for the model to have a smooth launch:

(1) the

students should be informed of the project through presimulation orientation, (2) after this orientation, furirl.tur.e "and eqilipment should be grouped
according to the office layout plan for a smooth flow of work, (3) the
teacher should rotate through the complete operating cycle demonstrating
tlie type of work to be done in each stage, and ·(4) the· teacher should be
ready to assign job positions.3 2
The 1960 1 s
Vocational Legislation of the 196ois. . . With vocationa,l legislation
. .
of the 196o•s, simulation officially

beca~e

a part of vocational· educa-

tion.

'·

In_ the Vocational Education Act· of·1963 1 simulation was included
in the.definition of cooperative education and finally received- funds·

31Ibid., P• 12.
32 rbid. , p. 12.
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thr~ugh its provisions.
\'

cooperative education.

According to the Act, three plans exist in
These plans include programs:

(1) where students.

work and are paid, (2) where students work for teachers in the respective
schools, and (3) where the model office is the guide a teacher uses to
integrate practical office experience.33 Therefore, each time the
cooperative program receives vocational support, simulated programs share
the benefits.
The cooperative program maintained the best record of all the
vocational programs.
l

;

f.

i

\

,.
I

As a result, Part G of the Vocational Education

'
Amendments of 1968 was devoted primarily
to cooperative education programs.

Under Part G, the following financial allotments were made:

in 1969, $20

l

,,>

I

,

''
··

million; in 1970, $35 million; in 1971, $75 million; and again in 1972,
$75 million.34

In addition, the Act stressed:

If on-the-job work experience programs cannot be set
up, simulated work experience programs within the classroom
give added meaning to the vocational training program. This
is designed so that· the job training will have the character-·
istics of an actual occupational situation and will integrate
the specific skills taught in the classroom • • • • all types
of work experience should be simulated ~n the classroom as
well as on the job.35 ·
Office education on the secondary level is changing dramatically.
Many schools are switching or planning to switch from single-subject and
single-skill oriented classes to block-time curriculums.

As a.result,

businessmen and educators are working together cooperatively in planning
;

business programs.

33Aliano, op·. cit;, p. 58.
34sections Added to the Amendments of 1968. (Mimeographed Handout
in Business 485G, Principles and Philosophy of Vocational.Education), p. 5.
35rbid., p. 9.
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CURRENT STATUS AND EMERGING TRENDS IN

\.'

...

SIMULATED PROGRAMS AND MODEL OFFICE

. ..
Current Status
j-

r
rf'
:

·In recognition of the growing need of today's business o1'fices for
better qualified office workers, traditional methodologies of·office

•

education are giving way to simulation. ·The new trend toward simulation
is an attempt to_ bridge the gap between theory and practice in order to
expedite the transition from the classroom to the business office.

The

main objective of the simulated office program is to provide a means of
anticipating.and accelerating the actual life process.

This objective is

emphasized in Wingo•s definition of·simulation:
Office simulation is not just the application of skills
to office-like tasks, It is total involvement with office
movement, with.work flow, with interaction between and interdependency among people in a business and social-way. It is
interchange between office personnel and outside people,36
:simillation is not a separate

c~ass,

but. rather a teaching process

that utiliz~s the basic functions, eqtiipmerit, and interactions that occur
in. a r.eal office; : Although simulation is not

11

real 11 experience in an

actual offic.e, it should be emphasized that a simulated· .office is not an
imaginary constructi.on in which imaginary ta~s are p'erformed.

Instead,

....

this type· of organization "carries on integrated office functions-

· :·
..36Jiosetta Wingo, "Simulation With Movement," Balance Sheet, LIII
.(September, _1971) , 11.
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.:orrespondence , order processing, payroll, and other duties- at a level of
i ntensity and in a facility which corresponds very closely to those of a
typical business office. 11 37 Thus, one should conclude that a simulated
office could be carrying on the activities of an actual business.

Ther e-

fore, the main difference between the simulated office and the real office
is that the environment (departments, outside world, and products) is
i maginary.
In traditional typewriting, shorthand, bookkeeping , and other
business classes , the primary relationshi p is between the student and t he
teacher.

Class activities do not normally allow students to coordinate

their l earning activities with each other .

That is, they do not have to

depend on each other's work load in order to learn, as employees in a
business of fice must depend on one another .

On the other hand, with

simulation:
• • • the primcµ-y relationships are between several
people in the group . They learn together to work successfully together . The .teacher in this case is responsible
for establishing the learning object~ve, the overall task,
the :circumstances, and the s~tting . 3
As a result of this type of learning, each student becomes cognizant of the business office as an operating system with many interrelated
functions • .
There are some explicit rules that should be followed in desigiling
office simulation if these experiences are .to be as close as possible to
that of an actual office situation.

37Garth A. Hanson and H. Robert Stocker , "Innovation in Business
!=Jucation: Two Examples," Nat ional Associ at ion of Secondary School
1.2:: ncipal s Bulletin, LIII (November, 1969) , 91.

38Ibid., p. 91.
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First, those involved in the simulated project must select an office
situation and identify performance objectives.

Then all the appropriate

elements and relationships can be blended ~ogether. 39 Simulation is
emerging at a time when educators are concerned with restating and revising
their curriculums in terms of behavioral objectives.
the goal that sets the pace.

In education, it is

F.ach means of reaching a desired goal or out-

come must be "as carefully envisioned and intelligently planned as the goal
itself • 1140
Business currently does not have time to educate new people for
jobs when the student can receive realistic training in high school.

The

real significance of behavioral outcomes is that they "f<:>rce us to clarify
in our own minds just what we hope to accomplish and they compel us to
rethink our curriculums so as to make it as easy as possible for the
greatest number of students to reach those objectives. 11 41
With this in mind, one must realize the importance of objectives
when developing a simulated program.

If simulation is the best way to

prepare vocationally competent employees, the work performed in the classroom must be relevant to that performed in the office.
teachers

mu~t

Therefore, business

expose themselves to office experience before they plan

office conditions for the classroom as they exist in office life.
In addition to on-the-job experience, the efforts of Edward Perkins
and other researchers working on the NOBELS (New Office and Business Education Learnings Systems) Project contribute to a relevant simulated program.

39Wingo, op. cit., p. 11.
40Sister Mary Therese , op. cit., p. 204._
4lWilliam A. Sabin , "Simulation in the Seventies: An Overview,"
Ousiness Education World, LII (September-October, 1971), 5.
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;•

The NOBELS Project was designed to explore present .and emerging practices
in the business office in order to deveiop a Ctµ"riculum in which the
f'

potential office worker would be taught what he needs to know,

l

",,'"
~·

,

'"

feasibility study, Perkins and his colleagues-qeveloped.

After the

a taxonomy of

office behaviors relating to various occupational tasks,

Finally, they

developed a set of perf ormarice goals based on the work exjieriences of

i

'
f.·

current office workers,

f

these goals into his own program and design step-by-step activities that

The business educator only has to correlate

are very closely related to office work.42
No longer can the educator base his outcomes on available teaching
aids and resources,

He must clearly identify office behaviors,· develop

a sound set of outcomes based on these behaviors, and then select his
instructional aids and.resources to meet his outcomes,
;

;.

,.

Moskovis relates

the theory of behavioral outcomes to simulation in the following. statement:
··.:

Those imbued witl:i the missionary spirit<· .of simulation
are beginnirtg to identify the work behaviors of o_ffice
workers and to translate these behaviors into instructional
goals and materials_,43
If one can state clearly what kinds of tasks

a

student should be

able to perform, -what decisions he should be abie_ to make,_ and_ ·what k;inds.
of behavior he should demonstrate, one can simulate business activity_.
successfully.

A simulation developed in this manner not·

only embodies

behavioral outcomes, but also uses them as a final measure of ac)lie:vement,

42Wingo, op. cit., p. 10.
431, Michael Moskovis, "Simulation Revisited, 11 Balance Sheet, LII
·(November, 1970), 104.
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After this step has been satisfactorily.accomplished, it ·is·
necessary to construct a model office situation, "This model should be
constructed so that it can easily serve all the stated·objectives,
Filing letters, taking dictation, and typing business correspondence does
not simulate an office environment, although it is intended to do so in
the office practice class,

Nor do modern furniture and partitioned work

areas create the desired atmosphere of a simulated office,
Next, it is necessary to identify and describe the Various. personalities and work objectives of each office worker,

Sabin desczi_bes this

step as follows:
It is essential that there be movement of work sometimes
vertically and sometimes horizontally within the organization
as well as movement of office workers seeking assi~tance from
office workers. • , , The job of each office worker should be
designed in such a manner that it impinges on.the work of
others in the office and is in some way dependent upon consultation and direction from outside the. office,44_
Finally, the top executive, the teacher, must S!Jt..tJ:ie stage for
·the simulated office experience through presimulation orientation.

The

· background environment i's created when the new office employees learn the
"

'\•

!
(.

r

purpose and function of the organization.
In addition, the teacher must assign employees to the :various jobs,
describe the desired personality type of each office worker, and set a
_time limit for the completion of.the simulated experiences.

All these

'

·things must be considered and worked out before the actual program begins

''

operation.

~.

,,'

,.l.

According to. Sabin, there are basically three types of simulation,
First, the model office, which is currently attracting large-scale

44-wingo, op. cit,, p. 12.
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attention, is based.on an actual office operation.

If reflects a real-

istic organization through its many work stations.

The .model operation

permits a smooth, realistic flow of work.

The classroom of a model office

does.not look like a classroom because it. isn't,

It is a

laboratory~an

intensive training'.laboratory where students learn to coordinate all of
their_prelearned knowledges and skills in- a problem-solving situation that

'
.."

~\

~;

is real;

~..:·

1:

¥;

:'.:~.·

.:

[·'.

!' ..

Each student has a training station with all the supplies and

equipment he needs to function in an actual business office.

Textbooks

;·

are present, but they are not used as text~only as reference manuals.

i'
i

Therefore, the model office is quite unique as compared to the traditional

!
;

l
'
,.

' ~.

.};

,.'

..t

office practice classroom,

Sabin states:

I see secretarial desks (not Ir.shaped typewriting desks),
·secretarial chairs, electric typewriters, adders, calculators;
· dictation-transcription equipment, file cabinets, name plates,
bookcases filled with reference books, flowers on desks, and
· well-dressed, involved students,45
The second kind of simulation focuses on just one of the job

't

l

stations-of the model office.

Although it does not typically allow for

interaction, _;•it does permit you to simulate the way input comes in on
the job,. the conditions under which the job will be performed, and the
s_tanda;ds of. quality and quantity that ··would be· applied on the job. ,,4b
'The.third typ~ of simulation deals only with decision-ma!Ong

,.
·~

processes and riot the ·simulation of a total job.

It is concerned with

preparing ··students to resolve. problems that he will fac·e on the job.

I

These decisions may: involve anything.from management decisions to human

l

relations· to communications. '"·

. \

f

45sabin, op. cit., .P• 5,
46

Ibid. I P• 5,
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·simulated programs and the model office will be used
as a culminating experience for office education·students;
used as an excellent teaching

met~od

increasi~ly

They can be

for educating students to act and to

interact certain ways before they approach the JOb situation.
No matter how simulation is used, if it is authentic, it should
exhibit these characteristics:

1. It should simulate the way input comes in on the jpb.
Inp~t should be provided in a realistic variety of
written and oral forms common to business.
. 2.

It should simulate the conditions· under which the
student will be expected to perform on the job. That
is, it should replicate the work flow and procedures
that the student will later encounter on the job.
It should simulate the standards of quality and quantity
by which his work would be judged on the job.47

In addition to these characteristics, Barger lists several other
important points to consider when using simulation.in the classroom.

They

include:
",:

1.

Be realistic--simulate·a real business, .not .what a
business presumably does.
·

2.

While planning and preparing, constantly· focus at.tention
on your outcomes.

3. Remain flexible enough to improve the simulation at any ·
t:ime. :
4.

Remember to always give students encouragement.·

5•. Constantly keep alert for revision and improvement of
the simulation, judging the total operatic~ from the
standpoint of what the students are.doing or have
.accomplished.48
·

47Ibid., p. 5,
48\.rirginia Barger., "Office Simulation, an Effective Technique,"
Balance Sheet, LI (February, 1970), 260,

..
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When a simulated lab or a model office is used, Lee feels that
three changes occur in the business ctirriculum.
i;
t,.

(

becomes goal or career oriE!nted.

First, the student

He decides early in high school that he

{

wants to work in the office occupations area and directs his.course.of
study generally in that direction.

As he progresses through school, ·he ··

refines this general goal more and more until he is finally preparing
himself for a specific occupation.
Second, the course of study becomes goal oriented.. Each program
should include a carefully developed presimulation sequence leading to
spe~ific

occupational fields.

As each course should be a sound

prerequisite for another, the student progresses step by step toward his
goal.

From the standpoint of what has traditionally been offered in the

business program, nothing has actually been deleted from the course
offerings.

According to Lee:

.~.~

'

There will likely be four semesters of typewriting, two
to four semesters of shorthand, two semesters of bookkeeping,
possibly an office machines course, filing, a typewriting
practice set work.ed into some course; and an of£~ce or
secretarial practice course tied to a textbook.
'

The skilis courses and.basic business.courses would normally be
consolidated into

~he

first three years of high school so that the student

could spend his. final year in lab experience.
Finally, the teacher.who works in a simulated program must adopt
a particular philosophy-a philosophy which serves as his motivating
force.

As Lee describes the philosophy:

49John D. Lee, "Vocational Office Education ••• Indiana Style,"
Business Education Forum, XXIV (February, 1970), 13.
·-'

,,

;
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The teacher ceases to teach subjects and begins to teach
individuals with differing motivations, differing goals, and
differing abilities. The teacher ceases to be a teacher in
the traditional sense of lecture, demonstrate, discuss, test,
retest, reteach, retest, and so .on. Instead, the teacher
becomes a resource person to help each student with his
·
unique problems in light of the student's goals for himself. 50 ·
.Recently, much has been published relative to the simulated office
practice class, the model office, and block instruction.

-

In many cases,

'

the three are discussed separately; and the reader is not always left
with the impression that they are related.
However, t.hey are actually dependent upon each other for. an ideal
simulated program.

Ryan states that "simulation mean!l the method used;

model office means the environment used; and block scheduling refers to

th~ time i°D.volveci.n51
, The simulated program is usually a consecutive two-hour block of
,,
1

'

time.

As a result, four kinds of student needs are considered in the

block-time laboratory approach:

(1),initial learnings; (2) advanced

development of prior skills, (3) application (task practice), and
(4). simulation.52
Research and Simulation
·'

,The fii-st trUly experimental research attempting to determine the
adirantages"o.f·simulation
was conducted at Stanford University with job
.
.
'

.

50ibi~.,

p. 14.

,.
511av'erne c. Ryan, A Com arative Stud of State Vocational Coo erative and Simulated Business and~Office Programs Frankfort, Kentucky:
Bureau of· Vocational Education, September, 1969), p. 6.
· 52Josephine Sawaia, "Block-Time Approach Meets Student Needs,"
!:'._uniness Education Forum, XXIV (February, 1970), 10.
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experience kits.

Students using the simulated kits were compared With

control. groups in several schools.

The ·control group read traditional

monographs covering the same information as the simulated kits.

The

Stanford findings are thus summarized by.Johnson:
1. Students of widely varying.ability and socio.:..economic ·
backgrounds were enthusiastic about their experiences ·
with the simulayions and indicated a desire to repeat
the activity with other occupation~.
2.

A counselor from one of. the schools 'reported that many
of her counselees who had worked with the job experience
kits as sophomores mentioned the experience iri. counseling ·
interviews during their junior year. The counselor
expressed surprise at the long-term effect of the
experience.

3, In some cases, the simulation produced more subsequent
exploration at the library and other informational·
sources than did the monographs.

4. Although they were not tested in extremely disadvantaged
communities, the simulation materials were found to be
particularly effective with st~dents from schools in
lower socio-economic communities.53
Hence, one could
te~ching

that simulation can be a very effective
.,

method, especially .since it was so effective with .the socio- ·

economic handicapped.

i

~onclude

Other general.advantages.of simulation qver other

types of instruction are discussed by Meckley:·

l

)

'

~·

j

1.

2,

Simulation instruction is highly individualized. Positions
in simulation run from fairly routine· to very -complex', As
students master one task, the_Y can _move to more .difficult
positions.
Simulation is realistic. It does not ask for leisurely
speculation on the part of the· student; instead, it
r~quires immediate decision-making.or action on reality. based problems.

53Richard Giin;ore Johnson, 11Simulal:.i.on' Techriiques in ·Career Development," American Vocational Journal, VL (September, 1970), 32.

"
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3. Simulation offers immediate

feedback~ Other students
and instructors constantly·evaluate actions taken by
each student, As Madden states, 11 the pr.essure exerted
by one's peers can be so much more persuasive than the
admonitions of a teacher,1154
.
·.

4.

f'*,.

!·!

r

!

t

'
t.
v.
!

5.

Simulation is not boring. Since the emphasis of simulation is on action learning by .students rather than
lectures by instructors, the student is kept.so actively
involved that he. does not have time to be bored.
Simulation is self-revealing• Because weli-designed
simulation problems involve both human and technical
. administrative and supervisory skills, the student
through his own and other's reactions learns a great
deal about himself, personally and professionally,55"
1-

I

Advantages of Classroom Use

•.

!

Simulation is certainly not the same as actual work experience.
Fortunately, there are educational advantages to using office simulation
as opposed to using the actual business office.

li

·new, everyone is susceptible to mistakes.

When learning something

An employee in the simulated

_pr.ogram can make mistakes without serious detrimental consequences.
Among the many functions of simulation, .none is more important
than its ability to serve as an' effective testing device in addition to
an educational device.

Objective evaluatipn can be based on the quality

''·

and quantity 'of the employee's work.

!.

on personality, att,itudes, and potential.

Subjective evaluation can be based

I

{

Each· student is expected· to

demonstrate his mastery of stated objectives under the same conditions
··

that ·he would be expected to perform on the job.

In addition, each

54Mary Jane Madden, "Simulation in the Seventies: Making the
,Classroom Scene," Business Education World, LII (November.,..December;
1971), 9.
55Richard K. Meckley, "Simulation in Leadership Training," American
Vocational Journal, VL (September, 1970), 26.
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1

i

·.

student is encouraged to evaluate himself critically.

Therefore, the·

student learns more by looking for and finding his own weaknesses.
As blodc-scheduling allows greater freedom and flexibility, the
length of time can be shortened or lengthened so that periodically the

r

'student can quickly see the consequences of his actions.

-

.

He is able to
' ;"

repeat, revise, or take new action immediately.

It is also possible to

remove complex variables from the simulation that exist on the job and
tend to .discourage the employee while he' is in the training phase.·
Within the simulation, the teacher can minimize the consequences
of failure.

.

.

Thus, the employee can feel free to try more complex respon-

sibllities without the paralyzing fear that his fill:ure will cost him his
job.
.The simulated program accommodates more students at less expense
than, does on-the-job training.

Hence, it is possible to educate more

office·'workers in a shorter period of time.
In conclusion, one· might summarize the advantages of simulation
by classif~~ them into five main factors:

(1) the training and testing

factor, (2) tbe time factor, {3) the control factor, (4) the low-risk
.factor, and (5) the cost factor.
Emerging Simulated Programs
Currently. there are programs at all levels· of edu.cation with
. varying degrees of simulation.

Some of these· programs· have evolved

as a resUlt of national and local curriculum studies.

....

In many instances,·

simulation is perhaps just: an experiment by an innovative teacher.

Never-

tqeless; simulation was incorporated into the business curriculum because
or· a basic need-a need for better prepared office employees.

The following material is a review of some of the· simulated"programs in use.
Ballard Model Office
Many

current office education programs have started to incorporate

varying degrees of simulation within other business courses such as office
practice and typewriting.

As a result of

thi~

integration, few schools

are simulated in the actual sense.· Few schools are able to provide an
·adequate simulated model office, as the expense

f~r

layout and equipment

.

On the other hand,
many programs
that call
.
.

is not financially feasible.

themselves simulated lacked proper guidance when developing their program•.
At present, there are 36 classes in Kentucky. that are called
·Simulated Office Practice.

(See Appendix_F_, page 109) •.. However, very

fe.,; provide the student with the experience of a realistic flow of work.
These.programs vary from six weeks to a full year and the physical
facilities consist of the furniture and equipment normally found in an
ordinary .bu~ine~s classroom. 56 As a result, the fir.st true simulated
· mod.el .office in Kentucky was developed during the fall semester of the
1971-197.2· school. y·ear at Ballard High School in Louisville, Kentucky.
The Ballard Model Office is a part of the vocational business program
alt.hough .it is housed in a se:Parate wing· of the school building.
As is evidenced in the following statement, the purpose of this

'j
1'

i

siimi\.ate~·model office is to make the transition into· the world of work

easier for the student:

i:
l

~
"

56 .

.

Ryan, op •. cit., p. 6.

"·
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The many problem-solving situations presented through
model office simiilation, as well as the performance of day.to-day office operation, challenge students to develop tact,
in addition to accomplishing the task;.to be objective
regarding their work and interpersonal relationships; to.
work effectively_ with fellow employees; to work with a ~per
visor; to organize detailed work; and to develop selfconfidence. 5'f
·
With this in mind, Miss Murphy, director of the Ballard Model
·office, developed a set of specific outcomes for her model office.

These

outcomes include:
1 •. To bridge the gap between the classroom and the initial
job by development of well-qualified, efficient, employable people who will be productive members of society.
2.

To develop within the student the ability to see how his .
particular job relates to the over-all work flow qf the
office.

3.

To develop within' the student the ability to meet the
challenges of the interpersonal relationships within
an office structure.
·

4. To provide the student the.opportunity to.progress at·
his own rate through as many work stations as he is ·
capable.
5.

To provide for the improvement of t~e basic office skills
and to add "polish" to the over-all use of office procedures. 58
·

As a pilot program during the first two
office
. years of the.model
..

,,'

operation, Miss Murphy is using the 3M simulated _pr.eject ent_itlecl, "Re.ality·
Office Training Through Simulation."

The 3M project simulates the Am~rican

Paper Exporters Association (APEX), a fictitious
the
. organization sei-ving
.
'•

'

Ame!-ican Pap~r Companj.

The parent compariy, A~EX, is housed in a room

;.

'

57Demonstration and Develo ment Pro·ect for Simulated Model Office
Program. Frankfort, ·Kentucky: Bureau of. Voc~tional Education, Xeroxed.);
p. 2.
..
58

rbid., P• 2.

'

·;

..
"
,
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·approximately 33 x 36 feet.

,,
"
l.

in

The office is equipped with the very latest

office supplies, equipment, and furniture.

The Ballard Model Office

is designed to accommodate from 15 to 20.senior students who are completing

!'
''
f

girls· enrolled

'

f,
l

pate in the simulation for a two-hour block of time daily.

t
l'
i'

the vocational presimulation sequence.
~1

At present, there are 15 senior

the Ballard Model Office Program.

These girls particiEach girl

'·

clocks in at 11:30 a.m. and clocksout at 1:30 p.m.
. ·students apply formally for a position with APEX.

After the inter-

I

view, employees are placed in one of ten entry-level positions. ·
•
.The Ballard Model ·office consists of three major divisions.

!I'

are: .(1) the Statistical Division, (2) the Information Services Division,

'•
I

and (3) the Office Services Division.

f,
~;.

They

"
r

1f '

'

(See Appendix. H, page 11'5).

·within the Statistical Division are the following positions:
1.

Regional Clerks. These clerks are responsible for the
.weekly production and cost reports.

2. · Machine Operator. The machine operator for this division
duplicates all reports prepared by the regional clerks
. and all other necessary office forms. In addition, he is
· responsible for stock inventory •
.. 3.
.

'
.,''
)

'

File· Clerk. These clerks sort and distribute paper mill
reports. In addition, they are responsible for the
routine filing and retrie~ within this ·division •
'

·4.

;.

.

Typist.· This tY.,ist serves as statistical typist. He
.prepares statistical reports for duplication, types
requests for literature, and acknowledges incoming
reports. 59·
.
.

The'Inforrnation Services Division consists of:
·1.

;

Typist •. The typist transcribes responses to inquiries
and other dictation for the Office Manager. In addition,
·he must compose anct·type answers to orders and inquiries
and prepare masters for the newsletter •

. 59Me~orandum to Office Employees. (Mimeographed Handout to APEX
at Ballard High School, Louisville, Kentucky), p. 1-2.

E~ployees

39.

2.

File Clerk.
Services.

He performs routine filing for Information

3. ·COpY-Design Clerk. The copy clerk milst research, write,

f,

. and design a newsletter that is mailed every two weeks
t.o APEX subscribers.

-~t,·

Machine Operator. The machine·operator for this division
duplicates the newsletter and other routine office forms.60

..

~·

'.

·t

•'

.

Positions included in the Office Services Division are:

l

f;'
:

1.

Receptionist. The receptionist acts as switchboard operator, greets visitors,· conducts tours, takes care of interoffice calls, publishes the weekly company bulletin (house
organ), handles petty cash, and performs miscellaneous
office chores.

2.

'
Mail Clerk. Receives incoming mail, checks
all let.ters
for codes, keeps a file of company subscribers, and
handles outgoing mail.

..

l

l!

:5·

';.

'. !

'l

t

l

r

it

3. File Clerk. He performs routine filing.for Office

l.

Services.

[1

l
f:

Billing-Payroll Clerk, In addition to company payroll,
the billing clerk types all invoices and bills subscriber~
each month.

r
l

5• Machine Operator. This machine operator is responsible for

t

l"

.all duplicating activities within the division.bl

.i'
,'.

:ft.
'''.,
'i"
l

"
c
l

·T4e.employees of APEX are paid a base rate of $1.60 per hour and
are paid every two weeks,

In addition, each employee receives periodic

raises.• : Unlike other simulated programs, the a,mount of pay has nothing to

do with' the: students• grades. The instructor at I;lallard avoids a numerical

{:

t

.
.
grad~g

'

development.·
-·
.· In the model office, observation is one of the most important

,.
l

f

.

.

system, rather she bases her\evaluation on attitude and personality
'·

forms of evaluation available to the instructor.
---·
for evaluat.ion in the following ways:
\

...

f

I

60rbid., p. 2.
6

~rbid.,

p. 2-3.

Miss Murphy has provided

40 ..
1.

Each critical incident and project offers the opportunity for. critique and evaluation. (See page 57).

2.

Each meeting unit has built into it an evaluation
component.

3. The instructor, by observing the .students• performance
in the office and reviewing.material they produced, can
keep an up-t·o-date record of the accomplisrunents of
. each individual.
4.

An important part of the program is the evaluation form
which is to be completed for each individual every four
weeks and is vital as a prerequisite for advancement or
promotion. 62
·
·

The pilot program, involving APElC, will operate at Ballard until
the 1973-1974 school year.

At present, the instructor is developing her

own parent company using the office structure of the Louisville Chamber
of Commerce as the pattern company.

The pilot program from 3M is being

used to orient the teacher to simulation in order that she may develop
her own sinrulation based on local needs.

After maily hours of observation

and planning, the instructor plans to replace the APEX project with
situation sinrulation. . In addition, she has interested local businessm~n

iii her"project; and they have agreed to furnish.the forms.and necessary
supplies for the operation ·of her experimental model during ·the 1973-1974school year.

In justification of her plans, the instructor states:.

It is·felt that through the initial tise of a well~
. constructed commercial program such as. that proVided by
.
3M, the instructor will be better able to develop a realis- .
tic program based on the local situation.63
.

62
nemonstration and Develo ment Pro'ect for Simuiated Model Office
Program. Frankfort, Kentucky: Bureau of Vocational Education, Xeroxed.),
p. 4.

Crimson Company
Tqe parent company of the Office practice clas.s .at du Pont [sic]
Manual High School in Louisville,

Kentuc~,

Students clock into Crimson at 1 p •.m.
~ent

is Crimson Company, Inc.

The parent company simulates depart-

store merchandising as it deals in the transactions of trading stamp

catalogs.
The Crimson simulation is open to office education' seniors, and it
meets five days a week for a·two-hour block of time.
program operates

~

full year,

The office. education

During
. the first semester, students rotate
'

through the training units on•machine operation.

Then, during the second

semester, the students rotate through the four departments of.Crimson
Company and through Crimson Temporaries,
training and in company operation,

This setup allows continuity in

Also, it allows the teacher to give

remedial training in the form of "company training clinics."
The schedule for the office education class follows:
Week No,

Activity

1

Registration, Assessment of Student
Abilities, Filing

2

Filing

3

Production Typewriting

4,5
6

7,8
9

Ml.chines Rotation Training (1) Ten Key
Adding Machiries and Printing Calculators
Comnnmications, Mail Handling ·
Ml.chines Rotation Training (2) Rotary
Calculators
Payroll and Accounting Procedures

10

Personality Development and Grooming

11,12

Machines Rotation Training (3) Fluid
and Stencil ·Duplicating

,•

Data Processing

13

Machines Rotation Training (4) Machine
Transcription
·

14,15

16

Applications and Interviews,

Car~ers

17,18

Machine Rotation Training (5) Key-Driven
Calculators, Variable-Spacing Typewriters, and a Flexowriter

19-34

Simulated Company Operation
Close Company and Allowance for· Inter..:. .·
ruptions°'4
..
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Crimson Company is somewhat larger than a standard

cla~sroom.

The

layout .provides for a typing pool, receptionist area, 'Sales Department,
Accounting Department, Purchasing Department, Steno~aphic Services,
Duplicating Services, and extra work space for Crimson
, . Temporaries.
.During the Crimson simulation, the teacher serves as office manager,
banker,.and as a postal delivery service from the customers.
f-,

\

rece~-

tionist, Stenographic Services Depar-l;ment, and Duplicating Services Department perform

~

Cr~s_on
\

The

services for the office manager and the other departments.

.Temporaries is an entirely separate concern.

The

I

Temporaries consist of a group of students who serve as Crimson's customers.

l.,

. Therefore; Crimson. students are rotated through four departments in addition

r~

i

'

{

ta.Crimson Temporari~s, spending three we~ks at each ·station.

Each employee

of Crimson _Temporaries· is assigned 30 ·firms that order from Crimson Company.
The· employees -0f .Temporaries are to take care of all ·orru;rs and keep the
checkbooks·ror their respective companies •

...

.
64Mavis C. Sparks and Betty Hammond, "Crimson Company Prov.ides the
Finishing Touch, 11 American Vocational Journal, VL (September, 1970), 29.

'

'•'·
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The Crimson training program allows each student to coordinate the
activities of· the training section with the day-too-day flow of office work.
The instructor.comments:

,,

"

The assessment of each student's performance is a combination of objective tests on training session topics, machine
·performance tests, quality and quantity check of the student's
simulated office work, and a subjective evaluation of his
personal development and interaction with other workers. A
folder is kept on each student's work.65
Ka.china Toys, Inc.
Kachina Toys,1 Inc., is the parent company of the Phoenix Manpower

i'

i

l·
~
'

:,·

Development Training Skill Center.

The MDT Skill Center was established

urider the provisions of the Manpower Development and Training Act of 1962.
The MDT Center serves those who are unemployed or underemployed but have
a desire to better themselves.

The student found in this center is.

l

I
I·
!

t

''
*-

typically a high school dropout who has difficulty securing a job.

Accord-

ing to Haines and others, the sociO-:economically deprived:
• • • is typically a person with a low income and
has difficulty in gaining financial independence
because of color, ethnic origin, or residence in depressed
areas • . A variety of.medical and mental problems often
.confront the individual. The student enrolled in the gkill
·center typically will fall in the lB-to--45 age range. 6 ·
fr~quently

· 'Witl:i.this in. mind, the directors' of the Skill Center applied the
basic.phi:).osophy of the. model office·and advocated its use as an educational catalyst.in
reaching
and
training MDT students as
..
.
.
. indicated:

i

)

f:'

The basic philosophy behind the·model office in the skill
center is that individuals with.different motivations, goals,
and abilities are provided .with office task performance ·
learning experiences wb:i;ch are appropriate to their specific

f'

65

.
Ibid. , p. 32.

66 Toby D. J'alowsky, "The Model in an MDT Skill Center," Business
Education Forum, XXVI (October, 1971), 63.
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needs • • • the teacher who becomes the resource person
helps each student work toward goals he has set for himself and· ~olves the unique problems which may inhibit his
progress.67
·
Therefore, Kachina Toys, Inc., evolved as a job-oriented model
office in the Phoenix MDT Center.
doll as· its

embl,~m,

Kachina, using the Hopi Indian

is the sales office for a toy company.

directly to dealers at wholesale prices.

Kachina sells

Employees of Kachina have an

opportunity to perform numerous office tasks in jobs such as. executive
secretary, receptionist, accounts receivable clerk, accounts payable
clerk, stenographer, transcriber, clerk typist, inventory control clerk,
or supervisors of various departments.

Employees are placed on jobs

according to their abilities and qualifications.
occurs, employees.may be transferred or promoted.

When a job opening
However, as individuals

learn at different rates, each employee is allowed to take as long as he
needs for success on each job.

A student is free to leave Kachina at·any

time .to seci.ire actual employment as 'the MDT Center is "open entry" and
"open· ended. t•
Situation simulation at Kachina allows the teacher to work more
closely with 'the students.

lie is able to diagnose learning problems

through
:special materials
geared to par.ticular
needs.
.
'

.

.

In addition, a

.

. paraprofessional or teacher's aide serves as assistant manager of.Kachina;
thus,· the teacher is released from clerical duties and has more time with
•
\

;

h.er students;

l

......-.

~

Hobi;J.e Office Education
In 1968, Mobile Office 'Education (MOE) began operation in Uta:h.
HOE consis:ts· of a model office housed in a inobile unit that can be moved

·67Ibid., p. 63.

"-·'·
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between schools and/or school districts.
.has developed three MOE units.

In the past four years, Utah

Furthermore, the mobile concept is

spreading to other areas.
. The mobile concept has proven to be quite sound and has several
advantages for rural areas.

The major advantage is that MOE allows separate

schools or separate school districts to work together in financing and
utilizing the facilities for simulated education.
;'

Thus, more schools can

have programs that they could not afford individually.

As a result, MOE

j,

\

may also enhance the goodwill and cooperation between school systems.

~·

r

Mobile Office Education I.
Wits born on the open road.

The idea for a·mobile model office

E. Charles Parker and John Stephens, staff

members of the Utah Board for Vocational Education, were commuting
between rural schools in Utah when their concern for improved vocational
instruction transformed into an innovative.plan •. The prohibitive expense
of up-to-date furniture and equipment restricted vocational education in
l

ff

i

Utah•s rural schools •. However, a model office placed in a mobile unit "
coUld be taken to several schools and each school. could share. the costs.
Garth A. Hanson, Assistant Professor at utah State.University,

'

~.

was contacted; and through the combined efforts. ·of and the cooperation
bet.ween the Unive.rsity, state businesses, and the :Board for Vocat'iona],

'.
. '}
i
j

Education, Mobile Office Education became a reotl.ity.
Two 8 x 26 feet trailers were remodeied so that they.could be
connected. to ·make a single mobile unit ~hic.h h.oused 12 students.' The

f

MOE unit was then refurnished with the very late.st office furniture and

I

equipment in order to resemble a· modern

!
!
'\
t

On

~ffice.

June 17, 1968, 12 migrant farm workers attended the first class

.in the MOE unit to learn basic office skills.

MOE I was designed to be

!

I.,,
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'

used in two major programs annually.

The migrant farm worker project was

to run for eight weeks each summer.

I_n September, MOE was to be modified

to supplement the office education·of four trtah high schools during the
regular school year.
In three separate visits, MOE spent·a total of eight weeks at

',
~

each of the four schools.
j.

!
•

In order for the program to.work, each school

had to schedule a two-hour block of time for each class and had to assign
a regular teacher to each class. , As MOE operated between ·the four schools,
an itinerant teacher moved with the unit.

,,,

This involved a team-teaching

situation between the MOE teacher and the regular teacher.

\

'l

i'

According to

Stocker:

I
i
t'

During each of these visits, the MOE teacher, working in
conjunction with the regular classroom teacher, was to
identify and analyze the problems associated with each
individual student. These problems would then be dealt with.
in the regular c1assroom while the mobile unit visited the
other schools. 68
·

t

l

I
'

j

Phase I, II, and III of MOE consisted of a four-week vi'sit for

!

··=

('

t
!

presimulation orientation, job interview, and positional instruction•
the final four weeks, Phase IIT provided a

l

~

Stress situations were

\

fl
!
;

f
!
(

I

f\,

the primary outcome.

cr~ated

.

full~scale

During

office simulation.

..

and total interaction among a;Ll employees 'was.

As Hanson comments:

Each phase is complete with debriefi?lgs of varying
lengths, .built in social problems, coffiJe breaks (of
'different lei;igths), and as much real office experience
as possible. 6';1

•
"'

68ii. Robert Stocker, Garth A. Hanson; ,and E. Charies Parker,
•q·!OE-A Progress Report on Mobile Simulation," Journal Of Business

F-ducation, XLVI (November, 1970),

.i

52~

,

69Garth A. Hanson and H. Robert Stocker', "Innovations in Business
Education: Two Examples," National Association· of Secondary School
Principals Bulletin, LIII (November, l969), 90.
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When MOE Phase I had been in operation for four years, it ·.was
purchased by.a single.school district With only two· rural schools that
are within a radius of 50 miles.

The unit moves between these.schools

and is. managed by. the regular teacher·. in each school.
Mobile Office Education II.

Since MOE I, the concept of mobile

education has become quite popular.

As a result, MOE II was designed in

Utah to house 19 students in the house shell of a trailer that was
12 x 45 feet.

It has been in operation since .1968 and has proven to be

the most workable physical facility of _the MOE units.

MOE II was pur-

chased by three school districts' that have a tot.al of five high schools.
Again, there is no itinerant teacher on board and the regular teacher at
each school must inventory each time the unit moves.
Mobile Office Education III.

In addition to MOE II, MOE III has

been built in the van of a semi-trailer truck that is 8 x 40 feet.
Although it is built for much over-the-road travel, it is quite cramped
and facilitates only 12 students.

This unit .is shared by the Utah

Technical College and the College of Eastern ut·ah, both two-year
colleges.
· Not only has MOE been popular in Utah, but the mobile concept is
spreading to .other.areas.· New Mexico now has a mobile unit on the road
that is working quite well.

,.

'i·

·t

This unit has a fUll-time t~acher "on board.16.

The MOE concept, as evidenced in the following statement, has
been quite successful:

f'

!'
l.

I

j

,

701etter from Garth .A. Hanson, Doctoral Candidate at the University
or Nebraska, Lincoln, ·NebrasK:a, November 20, 1971.

The feedback from former students, the enthusiasm of
present students, and the favorable administrative atmos·. phere make mobile office education a program which will
definitely expand in the .future.71
· ·
As one cooperating teacher in the program states:
If MOE .did.nothing else, it. would be worth it to have
· the program because of the way we are forced to look at
'and evaluate our own teaching methods and procedures. Some
of the things we thought we were getting across to the
students were not being learned at all.72
.
Like all programs, MOE has some "bugs" that need to be worked out.
·However, MOE can be advantageous in many ways, as Hanson points out:
• • • the administration of the program has been a
problem and we still think there should be a teacher on
board at all times. When we had one, the program ran a
lot better than it has since the teacher has been removed.
• • .• It is an exciting concept and one which really worl!:s
when.the administrative details are worked out.73
Raider Ranges
Mrs. Ann Warren·of Cleveland, Tennessee, developed a model qffice
in her office occupations classroom.

The parent company of her model is

the .Raider Ranges, as stove manufacturing is the major industry in
i'

Cleveland. 'Mr.s. Warren, working through the Michigan State Research
· Project,.
companies in her. area; and
. . contacted three stove manufacturing
.
· th~y bec~e interested in her project •• T~e pattern companies, Hardwick
Stove Company; Brown Stove Workers, Inc., and Magic' Chef, Inc., agreed
,.'

to furnish 'all the ·business forms and supplies needed for the year.

71H. :Robert Stocker, Garth A. Hans.on, E. Charles Parker, 11MOE--A
hogress· Report on Mobile Simulation,'' Journal of Business Education,
XLVI (November, 1970); 53.
...
f

72Ibid., P• 53.

:·
731etter from Garth A. Hanson, Doctoral Candidate at the University
of Nebraska; ·Lincoln, Nebraska, November 20, 1971.
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Raider Ranges is divided into four working departments with" a
receptionist station.
and·Accounting.
station.

These departments are Credit, Sales, Shipping, ..

Each student gets one week's experience at each work

The students. receive an Employee's Handbook containing job

'descriptions and duties for each employee.

The basic duties of each

department are as follows:
1.

The Receptionist answers the telephone and receives,
dates, and distributes· the incoming mail. All· orders
from here are routed to the ·credit Department along
with letters containing credit information.

2,

The Credit Department receives the mail, checks credit
references, and records information in customers• files.

3.

The Sales Department types invoices frOIJ\ original
orders, writes letters acknowledging orders, files
invoices, and routes invoices to the_ Shipping Department •

. 4,

The Shipping Department files orders; encloses packing
slips, files one copy of the invoice, and passes the
remaining invoices to the Accounting Department.

5, .The Accounting Department extends the invoicey, makes
. accounting entries, and handles the payroll. 7,,,
The regular office education students originate all orders for
Raider Ranges.

!

r
1

•

These students are located in· an adjoining classroom;

· and~ along with their regular class activities, they create the flow of
work for the Raider Eanges.

f

Commercially Published Simulated Projects

J

As :Simula~ion gained new emphasis in the early 19·6o•s, there were
very few materials or-guidelines for designing programs available to the
.

.

'

.

business teacher.

Pioneer progl\al!ls in this area were developed through

·..
74Bill J·, Radcliff, "Office Model in Operation in Tennessee,"
I_ennessee Business Education· Quarterly, III (Winter, 1969), 6.

\
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situation simulation.

Thus, each teacher developed her own supplies and

designed her own program.
· results of the programs.

Then, business teachers became excited.with the
Professional literature became replete with

articles· on these Bimulated programs.

In addition, business teachers'·

·challenged and urged one another to· develop_ programs simulating the flow
of_ w6rk through business offices.
As a result, Bureaus of Vocational.Education, through State
·Departments of Education, joined forqes with
effort to design simulated materials.

business_e~ucators

in their

Private businesses soon became

interested in training for office occupations and extended their hand.

In

--addition, publishers of instructional materials oegan to draw up plans for
·simulated projects.

Currently when a business teachers wishes to develop

a simulated program or supplement an existing program, .he.has the advantage . of being able to acquire information from a variety of.sources.. No
ionger must he go through the process of situation

si~ulati9n.

H"e can

now choose a number of materials for use in the classroom from a variety
of commercial sources.
'.l'wo.projects that the teacher may choose to adapt to her classroom
are _the_ Lester.Hill Corporation and the American Paper Exporters Association.

r

I

I
l
!!

l
I
I
f
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The followirlg material is a discussion bf these projects:
The Lester· Hill Corporation
The Lester Hill Office Simulation is ~project.developed by Gregg/
McGraw-Hill and is the result of·13 years of research and field testing.

...

Lester.Hill is a branch
office for a national distributor of hotel and
.
motel supplies and equipment.

The developers of the project point out:

51
The simulation may be conducted in virtually any type
of classroom, with equipment ranging from the most modest
: (tables, chairs, typewriters) to the most elaborate (officestyle desks, partitions, carpeting, telephone systems).75

'

'

The branch office is designed to operate with as few as 6 or as

many as 30 employees. 'A small office is defined as one with' 6 to 11
employees, a medium-sized office from 12 to 20 1 and a large office from
21 to JO.

In addition.to being organized as one large office, Lester

Hill can also be subdivided into two· or more smaller independent brarich
·offices.

(See Appendix B1 page 95).

The teacher must decide if he wants to operate one large branch
•
or· whether it would be more advantageous to run several small offices.
This decision depends largely on three main factors.·
First, it depends on the range of abilities in a particular classroom, .If the students in the simulated class are all of average or above

1i
!

I
f!

average ability, it would be more advantageous to run several small offices.
Thus, ·each student would have greater opportunity to rotate through all
the.departments and <ill of the jobs.

However, if the students show a wide

range.of abilities, it would be difficult to operate several offices, as a

f

I

'

·'

~

;

. weak student Irlght slow down the entire operation.
better to·have.one

l~rge

office so

that.w~aker

Therefore, it would be

students can be assigned to

i

l'

jobs that

a~e

·1ess critical.

· T.he second 'fact.or is money.

The teacher must provide a separate

Supply Room for each branch office that he operates:

Therefore, it would

ob\riously·be. more expensive to finance several small offices than to run
'

.

one large branch office.

7 5Aii.d Now.
!·!i:Graw-Hill) 1 p. 2.

....

The Model Office, (Hightstown, New Jersey:

Gregg/

.,,.
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The third factor is the teacher's own administrative -experience;
It may be

ea~ier

for some teachers to manage a number of smaller units,

as they may not have had the experience to cope with the complex administrative problems that are inherent with the· operation of a larger office.

i

The four departments in each branch·are Sales, Warehouse, Traffic,

1
'

and Accounting.

!

L

department has a general manager.

~

tion:.

I

l·

The teacher serves as Executive Vice President and each
Tall:j.data, a data processing organiza-

• • • represents· all the customers and suppliers of
Lester Hill and also serves as the bank that maintains
.Lester Hil1 1 9 account. In short, Tallidata is the outside world. 76

I

!

)

I

l

Il

The Lester Hill system is based on sales, purchasing, and cash

t

control.

'

depend on the particular ability of the students and the volume of work

};

they are able to process.

),

~

Del?igned to run from 45 to 90 hours, the actual time chosen will
(

i

The sales system involves the distribution of hotel and motel

'

r
'
1

supplies.

When the office receives the incoming orders from its customers

i

(Tallidata), the employees edit _the orders, prepare shipping oz:ders,-

'i/.

freight memos, and invoices.

r

checl;s are received; the receipts are posted to the cash receipts journal

.

Ii

They then post the customer's account.

When

.

and to the customer's accounts.
~

.,

The purchasing system involves_ the purchase of supplies from the

"l

wholesale distributor, As ·stock runs low, goods are ordered from Talli-

.

'1"

;

..

data.

-

When Lester Hill receives the invoices, employees check for accuracy

fj.

r'

a.~d

post the amounts .owed to the suppliers• accounts.

When payment is due,

I

I
l

',,

!'
L

''

76Myron Krawit.z, 11A Model Office," Business Education World, LII
"
(~eptember-October, 1971) 8.
1

.

·.
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~hecks

are prepared for supplies and the payments are posted in the cash

.oayments journal and to the suppliers• accounts.
Finally, Lester Hill operates a cash control system.
'

maintains a record of deposits and withdrawals.

.,, •'·

The.bank

Periodically a bank

statement is sent to Lester Hill and the statement is reconciled.
Most supplies that are needed for the Lester Hill simulation are
included in the project.

However, the quantity of forms and other supplies

is not based on the number of students but rather on the number of transactions to be completed by Lester Hill.. Therefore, the teacher is responsible for supplying these additi~nal items:
Description

Quantit~

1

File folder for each student

1

Employee withholding exemption certificate
for each student

1

Copy of the current social security tax table

1

Copy of the current income tax table
Boxes of carbon

2 or 3

1

Ream of typing paper

1

Ream of second sheets (onionskin) for carbons
. No. lo' envelopes

4

r

'.
't
"
J'

'

2

Staplers with staples

2 to 4

Boxes of paper clips

7

.,

Boxes or trays that can hold ~ x 11-inch
papers77 .

\

~

!

t
f

)

:.

'
;

77Myron J. Krawitz, Questions and Answers on ••• The Lest·er Hill
Q_ffice Simulation, (Hightstown, .New Jersey: Gregg/McGraw-Hill) 1 p. 6.
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On

the other hand, there are three main items included in the

Lester Hill simulation~the Employee's Guide, Employer's Guide, and the

,.

Supply Room •
. The Employee's Guide is a 144-page

,.,
I

I'

I

~oft

covered manual that

provides complete job descriptions and information that any employee needs
to !mow in order to perform any job within the company.
.

This guide contains
.

the organization chart for Lester Hill, explains the structure of the office,

1·

and gives a detailed set of routines and procedures for each department.

!1

It also includes orientation exercises for each department, application

,t

ir

forms, weekly work reports, transfer applications, ·suggestion forms, information she,ets, and a company catalog.
The Employer's Guide is the teacher's manual.

This manual contains

detailed guidelines for setting up the office simulation as well as keys to
all exercises.

It contains suggestions on.presimulation orientation, hiring

employees, and supervision.

In addition, it comments.on the routine

,.\

procedures of Lester Hill and Tallidata.

t.
i

and case situations to be used for variety in office routine.

l
~

It also lists. enrichment activities

The Supply Room, which is a shelved box, provides all the input for

;
)

l•

the entire simulation.

It includes 240. incoming· orders,
forms,. and.records
.

necessary to proc_ess orders, to purchase stock, anci to c_ontrol ca'sh r~ceipts
.,

and payments.

It also serves as storage for blank forms dilring the simu-

lation •. Ea,ch branch office must have a Supply-Room.
.,

The cinly presimulation sequence 'requi;·ed for. students enrolled in
the Lester
regardless of speed. . .
. Hill simulation. is the ability to typ.e,
.
In addition, they should be able· to perfo.rm s;imple arithmetical operations.
This prerequisite is overlooked if modern calculating equipment is avail.able.

Employees of Lester Hill are provided an opportunity to develop or

I
!
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I

~·

!

refine their skills of arithmetical computations through jobs such as
stock control clerk.
Each student formally applies for a position with Lester Hill.
Then, the Vice President places each employee on a job at·the entry- or
intermediate-level according to his ability.

Once hired,' each emp~oyee

helps establish the office fi'Les and goes through a presim11lation orientation.

Finally, the actual day-to-day work fl.ow begins.

Provision is made

for transfer or promotion of employees from job to job.
Students earn a base weekly salary of $65.

In addition, ·each.

student may earn bonuses up to $35 per week as a form of merit pay.

The

students are paid by check and this check reflects that student_•s grade.
The maximum salary for a student is $100 per 'week which indicates a grade
of 100 points.

The salary may be cut for a variety of reasons such as

_poor quality or quantity of work, absence, or ·excessive

tardi~ess.

The

gross pay per week indicates a student's weekly grade.
Gregg/McGraw-Hill ~dvocates that the Lester Hill simulation can "be

.

j

.

·.·

.

adapted to meet a variety of education goals since the teacher .regulates
the flow of work into the office.

Therefore, the teacher controls the .

length and complexity of the simulation.

For example:

1.

Lester Hill may be used as a "culminating experience"
.during ·the last part of an office practice or ·clerical
practice class. Thus, the students have an opportunity to apply and develop previously learned skills.

2.

The simulation may be used as a· "continuing core" ·of
· . an ·office practice class or a· clerical block program. ·
Thus, the simulation would run the length of.the
entire course with instruction presented in the form
of in-service training programs.
·

3. It may also be used as a "motivational device ·at·the
11

beginning of an office practice course or.a clerical
block program. The simulation would allow the students
to follo1·1 the work flow in a business office. In

~

addition, it illustrates the way in which one person• s,
work affects another's and shows the importance of
cooperatmg with one's fellow·workers.
4.

h

'

!
i

tI
i.

'1.l·

Lester Hill may be used with "future co-op students."
This way the student could experience a wide range of
duties before he undertakes the actual job experience.
Furthermore, it can be used with "current co-op students" to offer them a breadth of occupational experience not available in the actual co-op assignment.

5. Lester Hill may be used as a "simulated.on-the-job

training program." This program would be set up for ·
students who have little or no office skills, who have
no previous instruction in procedures, and.students who
do not respond well to traditional types of instruction.
11 Such students can acquire the needed skills .and knowledges in a simulated office because of its unique
opportunity to provide motivation, interaction, and
involvement. n78
.

The APEX Association
The American Paper Exporters Association (APEX) is the vehicle
for classroom simulation developed by·3M.

Although it is a fictitious

organization serving the American paper industry, APEX was modeled after
an existing organization.·
.,
•.

t

i

;.

The project Wa.s designed to meet specific

.,

purposes of training cleric8.l personnel •
'
According to ~M, the rationale of .the project is based.on the
fact that failure in the office rarely is due to lack of skills but

.j

.•

.'

'

.•

li
f

I

rather due to poor attitudes and inadequate knowledges.

As shown i:ii~he

following statement, modern office equipment is· desirable but.not necessary:
These prerequisites for ·success c;m. best be imparted in
a realistically simulated model office, where practical knowledge ·of office procedures, policies, and atmosphere auto- .
matically become a part of daily ~ife, and where students
must develop attitudes that are necessary for t.he maintenance
· of go.od human relations and .pi;-ofessional interdependence. 79

t
i'

78Ibid., p. 5-6.
?9Reality Office Training Through S~mulation, (St. Paul, Minnesota:
. The 3M Company), p. 1.
··-···

.. -
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Within the APEX simulation, these attitudes are developed in
several ways.

The daily flow of events· while working in an office-type

environment calls for cooperation and interdependence.

In addition, the

project provides "50 carefully selected 'critical incidents and interruptions. "'SO These incidents allow the instructor to :inject stress.
situations into the daily routine which call for resourcefulness,
initiative, and on-the-job decision making.' The critical incidents deal
with personality conflict, disappointment, or unexpected errors and
81
events.
The prerequisite for participation in the APEX simulation is one

I
!
j.
!.

year·of typewriting.

The simulation is designed_ to operate a full year.

Furthermore, .a two- or three-hour block of time each day, rather than the ·
traditional one-hour period, is necessary for APEX.
The main office of APEX is located.ill Washington.

In addition,

·lt

there are 28 branch offices located throughout the United States.

t

has a membership of 150 reporting mills.

'

APEX

l

I
)

· Students apply formally for a position With APEX,· are interv'iewed,
and placed in one of ten entry-level positions (typist, copy clerk, f:i,le
clerk, machine operator, regional clerk, design.clerk, billing clerk, ·payroll ~lerk, ma~ ~lerk and receptionist). 82 .
There are three main departments within APEX:

'.
"
\

(1) · Statistic·ai·

'

Division-Regional Clerks, Machine Operatorsi File Clerks, and Typ;ists;

i

(2) Information Services Division-Typists-,
.
. File Clerks, . Copy Design.

I

!

I
I

"

80
81
82

Ibid:, P•

4.

Ibid., P•

4.

Ibid., p. 2.
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·clerks, and Machine Operators; and (3) Office Services

Division~Rece:tr-

tionist;
Mail . Clerk, File Clerks, Machine Operator.s, and Payroll-Billing
.
clerk;83 (See Appendix B, page 98) •
. ·The possibility of being promoted enhances realism and provides

·~~
j
l

for greater achievement.

Thus, once an employee has mastered several

entry-level positions, he is eligible for one of three intermediate-

11

level jobs (machine specialist, general clerk, "or communications

l'

.

speciaiist).
.

Eventually, a student becomes eligible for a to:tr-level job.

l

The only to:tr-level·position provided by the APEX simulation is.clerk

I

typist.. However, the teacher is free to create a position to· accommodate
the ability level of a particular student.

Promotioi:i allows students 11to

progress at their own rate and thus provides for a built-in, yet unobtrusive, ability grouping.1184
Before promotion, a student is required to develop qualities

o~

I

leader.ship by training other students. for the positions· he has mastered.

(

I

It

He must also

l

.include .t.opics such as use of the telephone, how to take criticism, or

'

how·to write business letters.

I.

l

/.

~onduct

.starr·meetings.

For this purpose, the program pro-

vides 30 staff
order that each student has ·an opportunity to
. . meetings·in
.
conduct at least one staff meeting.

The subjects of these staff meetings

..

provided by'APEJC'will accommodate 20 students.
. The . input material
.
In. addition, the program
is designed
to operate 3 hours
.
.
a week, for 36 weeks.
l

day, 5 days

Although 3M does not contain suggestions and

examples ·of how the pr.ogram can be adapted, the program can be modified

...

!'

ti

p~r

83rbid., P· 2.
84rbid., p. 3.

'

::

t

"

'

<
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to accommodate smaller or larger groups of students and for varying periods
of time.:
· · There are five sets of material included in the APEX project for
the teacher's use.· The?e materials include:

1.

Office Manager's Guide. This guide gives the rationale
of the program, the structure of APEX, .and detailed
guidelines for conducting APEX.

2.

Transition Units. To aid the students in the transition from a classroom situation to an office situation,
APEX contains nine transition units. These units consist
of visuals and text that explain the operation of APEX •.

f

I

I
I

1

Critical Incidents Booklet~ The APEX kit contains 50
critical incidents to be role-played during various
aspects of the simulation. These incidents are carefully designed to help the student develop decisionmaking skills.

. f.

4.

Masters Book. This book contains a model· of all letterheads and forms used by APEX. The teacher uses these
masters to duplicate office supplies and forms.

5.

Special Project Book. The special projects.included
in this book provide the student with an opportunity
.to practice such skills as arranging for executive
travel, hosting· conventions, or preparing speeches.85

I:

f

II

In addition
to the materials provided for the teacher, APEX pro. .
.
vid~s

the following materials for the student:
1~ ·.Employee Handbook.

The handbook cont.ains a list of
policies, .procedures, and job descriptions. The handbook includes a section called 11PRO-File. ,; In this
.section, the students store samples of their work to
"serve as a ~et of credentials to show potential.
employers after graduation.

I
l
!
I

I

!

2.

Staff ·Meeting Units·. There are 30 units included in
this section consisting of from two to eight visuals
and commentaries. The students use these units to
conduct business and staff meetings.

...

. 85·Ibid., P• 4-5.
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3.

Input Envelopes. There are 36 input envelopes included
in the kit.. Each envelope contains enough work for
reports, letters, inquiries,- and other incoming mai~for
20 students during a three~hour block for one week.

Thus, the total APEX package consists of:
Quantity

'

tI
t

ll
f.

II
!
t
i

1I
I

t
I'

1

20
9

30
1

M~sters Book87

At the end of the simulation, the following Student Replacement·
·supplies must be ordered to replenish the set:
Quantity
20
1

. Description

··.:

Employee Handbook·s
Critical Incidents Book
Input Envelopes .

1

Special Proj~cts Book88
·,

1·

r

!

Critical Incidents Book

1

!l

(

Staff Meeting Units

Special Projects Book

I"
'·
i

~

.Transition Uriits

1

l

l

Employee Handbook:s

Mail Input· Envelopes

r
!

.. Office Manager' s Guide

36

j•

l

Description

86Ibid., P• 6.
B7Ibid., P• 6.
BBibid., P• 7.

Chapter 5
GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTIOO OFFICE SIMULATION
Planning the Operation
Determine the Objectives
Prior to operating a simulated instructional program, the teacher
should first determine the objectives he plans for his students to accomplish through the simulated operation.
should be stated in behavioral terms.
very important.

Whenever possible, these objectives
The objectives of the program are

It is impossible to choose the most effective learning

experiences and the necessary classroom facilities without having first
determined the desired behaviors , attitudes , and skills of students
completing the simulated program .

Only after the desired behaviors have

been identified can the most effective program be designed to meet these
goals .
Once the objectives have been established, the teacher must
determine what will be simulated and the extent of this simulation.
Although a full- scale simulation is desirable , the beginning

~eacher

should select a few basic operations and expand these as judgment ,
experience , and facilities dictate .
The first rule to r emember i n designing the simulation program
concerns the business curriculum .

The teacher or administrator should not

delete comprehensive business courses from the program in order to include
a simulated lab .

The simulated experience is not i nt ended to r eplace other

61
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business courses, but rather to serve as a culminating experience aimed
at draWing together the skills and the knowledges.gained in other
courses.
In choosing a business to simulate7 consider a company operation
that blends well with course objectives in regard to office skills, knowledges, and attitudes,

The teacher should incorporate reality into his

program--simulate what an actual business does, not what a_ business .
_presuniably does,

This effort gives the entire operation realistic flavor

and purpose,

The ·simulation chosen should be one for which the employ•
ment outlook is favorable on both the local and the national level. For

this reason, the teacher should evaluate his own community, and then
choose a company whose structure he can readily simulate •. Try.to choose
a company willing to share its expertise and resource people as well as
its supplies.

Situation simulation allows greater involvement from

business.
ThrouEhout the plahning stage, constantly focus attention on
program cibJe«tives and keep alert for needed revision and constant
.

.

.

improvement. ·Always remain flexible enough to improve or to change the
. simulation at any .time.
Determine the Reguirements
~·

The.student should spend a minimum of two clock hours daily

.in -the simulated situation,
be

o~e

full·year,

.

.

The desirable duration of the program.should

However, varying degrees of simulation often dictate

only one _semester in lieu.of

th~

full-year plan,

If this is the situation,

the students must meet every day for at least a two-hour block,
Number of Students,

The ideal simulated program offers facilities

for 15 ·to 20 students. ·A minimum of 10 students should always be
!'
i

'

ma.intained.
30 students.

The maxilllUill load for one teacher in· the simulated .program is
Special approval must be 9btained from the Director of

Vocational Business and Office Education if a teacher desires more than
30 enrollees in her class.

This approval is not likely to be given unless
'
an additional teacher is hired.
Student Qualifications,

Students should be selected for partici-

pation in the simulated program upon the complet.ion of their junior year.
The presimulation sequence must include at least one year of typewriting.
In addition, each student should have Gompleted the school's planned
'
.
prevocational and/or vocational block in his previous three years of high
school.

In other words, the simulated office expe:rience program should be

the culminating experience for vocational students.
Each student may be given a maxilllUill of two units of credit for
satisfactorily completing the program,
Student Dress.

Dur.ing the past few years, rules and regulations

governing dress standards in public schools have become quite "lax." At
one time, students were expected to exhibit moderate or even conserv'ative
taste in classroom dress.

Now we are experiencing a revolutionary change

in commonly.accepted classroom modes of dress,

The st~les and'typ~s of

clothing cominonly accepted include jeans, sweat shirts, and shorts.
addition, hair styles have become a form of personal
expression,

freedo~

In

and self-

As a re.sult,. there are few standards regulating the personal

appearance of students.
Students erµ"olled in simulated business and office.programs are
completing a vocatio~al sequence in which they have declared their intent
to enter office occupations.

For this·reason, they should be. expected to

observe·the same standards.of professionalism as will be expected of them
('

within the office.

As a result, each student participating in office

simulation should be expected to observ:e the following rules governing
student appearance within the simulated lab:
1. · Personal cleanliness is required.
2.

Good taste and moderation should be used in.choosi.rig
clothing.

3. Clothing· should be clean and well pressed.

4. Clothing should fit properly.

5. Clothing should. be chosen to complement figure as well
as hair coloring.

6. Students should avoid overdressing as well as underdressing. Party attire, mini skirts, and hotpants
generally should not be worn.

7. All students should avoid wearing jeans as well as
T-shirts and sweat shirts.
8.

Pants suits or pants ensembles should be accepted.

9. Jumpsuits should not be worn unless they have a vest
or jacket.
10.

Appropriate footwear is essential.

11.

Long. hair is commonly accepted for.both male and female

students.
12.

Costume jewelry should be kept to a minimum.

13. .Female students should use makeup in moderation.
Teacher Qualifications. ·The teacher in a . simulateq bu·siness and
office program must have a baccalaureate degree with at least· a major in
business education.

In Kentucky, such a teacher must have a valid

Kentucky teacher's certificate in business education.

!n addition, he

must have a minimum of 2,000 hoi.lrs of approved office work

exper~ence.

Current office experience in addition to these 2,000 hours is desirable.
The teacher .should also work periodically iri· an· office to.keep abreast of
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changing office techniques.

The teacher's work qualifications must ·be

approved by the State Department of Education, Division of Vocational
Business and Office Education.
Teacher Schedule.
J

The teacher should be scheduled for a con-

I

·secutive two-hour block of time to coordinate the simulated office

I

teach more than three other classes--if possible, no more than two.

activities.

In addition to the simulated block, the teacher should not

According to the State Department of Education, the simulated office
teacher must be given at least one week extended employment during the

I

f

I

regular academic year.

It is even more desirable that he have two or

three weeks prior to the opening and after the

closi~g

of the school

year to prepare for the simulated operation.
For schools operating on a 12-month basis, the teacher should be
given time off in the summer to attend seminars, workshops, and other .
institutional meetings for the purpose of improving classroom instruction.
When funds

I
l
i

l

aide to

fa~ilitate,

ass~st

the· regular teacher should be provided with an

in implementing the program.

Whenever possible, the aide

should be a secretary with professional experience.
retary can add a certain amount of relevancy to
Teacher Responsibility.

~he

A professional secprogram.

During the simulated office experience,

the . teacher ·should be oriented toward the overall development and
performance of the student.

Unlike the traditional classroom situation

where specific subject matter is stresred, the emphasis should be placed
on the total education of each student.

In the environmental setting of

a simulated class, the teacher must be willing to release authority--the
students should be allowed to operate the class.

Within the business

office, the employees are responsible for the smooth operation and flow of
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work.

The executive is not available to tell ·his employees everything

that needs to be done.

His employees are responsible for knowing the

tasks to be done and developing the initiative to carry out these tasks.
For this reason, the teacher should allow the students freedom of operation and decision making.

Bad experiences and decisions, as well as good

ones, provide educational e.xperiences.
their mistakes.

The students will·learn from

If they make the wrong choice, they will have enhanced

their reasoning ability and should be able to determine more appropriate
action.

In addition, each student should have the experience of

selecting corrective measures for poor judgments and poor actions.

All

the while, it is the teacher's responsibility to give continuous encouragement.

In addition, the teacher must establish the proper attitudes and

relationships necessary in an office-type environment.

I

In conjunction with classroom .activities, the teacher should
conduct periodic job surveys to determine type, quantity, and function of
jobs in the community.
and office education.
public relations .

He should work with advisory committees for business
Through these channels, he should ·promote go6d

In addition, he should prepare and constantly review

instructional materials needed to keep classroom
Eguipment · and Furniture.

ins~ruction

realistic.

As previously stated, the ideal silritµ.ated

office program offers facilities for 15 to 20 students.
office layout should include at least 20 job stations.

Therefore, the
The teacher should

accept only as many students as there are job stations.
The teacher should make use of equipment that is available.
However, as the teacher strives to captur:e th.e reality of an office ·
through a simulated class, he should use up-to-date equipment.

He
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·shoul:d operate a model office only if he has the type and ·amount of equiPment needed for a'realistic operation,
As a_starting point for true simulation, the following types and

.·

amounts· of equipment are recommended:

I

Quantity
20
2

. -~

!
I
f
j

1:

I

ll

l

I
4

'f

l

t'
t

Description
Standard-electric typewriters
Electric typewriters (16 11 carriage)

21

Secretarial L-shaped desk units

21

Posture chairs

1

Executive desk

1

EXecutive posture chair

4

Printing calculators

4

Elect~ollic calculators

8

Combination dictating and transcribing units

1

Spirit duplicator

1

Spirit duplicator stand

·1

Stencil duplicator

1.

Stencil duplicator stand

2

Mimeoscopes:

2

Complete sets of ' styli, le_ttering guides, ·
and shading guides

1

Photocopy-transparency maker

.. 1

overhead projector

1

Projector stand .

1

Screen....

2

Storage cabinets

.4

. ....-, ... ..

Four-drawer file cabinets

~

'

.. ·-

"

·-· :.~;......... ...,.

r
f

l
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1

j

Telephone system (individual phones and
·switchboard)

1

Time clock and time card rack .

1

Collating table

1

Large round conference table

I

21

Sets of desk trays

1

Set of reception area furniture·(chairs and
tables)

1

Set of room partitions and acoustical
barriers
Check p:r;otector

1

Sink

1

cutting board

Supplies,

The supplies for the simulated office.operation must·

be planned well in advance of the opening session._ Although you do not
· purchase all supplies at once, sufficient allowance_ must_ be made in the
budget for purchases as they are needed,

The_ teacher should.allow for

a certain amount of wastage of consumable supplies.

A I)linimum amount of

$1,000 is needed for the periodic purchase of these supplies, . Supplies
should include:

t

I

!
t

lr

carbon-paper
cleaning supplies
· correc.tion fluid ·
desk calendar::;
dictation belts
dictionaries
envelopes
erasers ..
file folders
folder ").abels
index cards
index files
letterhead
mimeograph ink
mimeograph paper
,"

.·
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office forms (application blanks, memos, purchase·
requisitions, invoices, checkbooks, appointment
books, payro11 forms, time cards)
onionskin
paper clips
pencil sharpener
pencils
pens
photocopy paper
postage scale
reference manuals
rubber bands
rubber stamps (signature, date·, paid, received)
spirit fluid and cleaning supplies
spirit masters
spirit paper
stamp pads
staple removers
staplers
staples
stencils
tape for adding machines
transparency film
typewriter ribbons

If
;
~

I

t

·-

1 -

~

..

In addition, it is desirable to bud[\et for the

followin~:.

clocks
drapes
floor length mirror
magazine subscriptions
plants.
postage
wall decorations

.,

A resourceful teacher may find that when.he uses situation
simulation (and possibly other simulations) many local business enterprises
will be willing
.
.
. to donate office forms as· well as other necessities
for the simulated operation. ·
Room layout.

After the equipment. has ·been chosen, the t.eacher

should design an office layout that will provide for a smooth flow .of
work.

In schools where enrollment and funds are available, a·separate

room should be set aside specifically for the simulated program.

If this

is the case, chalkboards and bulletin boards can be· removed,_ color-

'

I
l
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coordinated office furniture can be purchased, -and partitions can be.

l
!(·

erected to enclose private offices and separate departments.

l

classroom in an average school to resemble a business office.

i

On.the other hand, it is not realistic to expect an ordinary
The

chalkboards and bulletin boards are needed as other classes are generaliy
scheduled in the same room. 'However, the following suggestions may help
create an office-type setting and at the same time allow multiple
activities within the room:
1.

Set a time-card rack near the door and require the
students to "clock" in and out.

2.

Use house plants and/or artificiai plants to bright~n up
the room. In addition, scenic pictures and inexpensive
wall decorations add a certain touch to the settin!i.

3.

Add inexpensive draperies to windows •. In addition,
draw drapes may be placed over bulletin boards and
chalkboards, As a result, the drapes can be opened and.
closed as needed.
·
·

4,

Try to coordinate the colors within the room. This can.
be done very inexpensively-sometimes a can of paint, a
piece of cloth, and a tube of glue can do the trick.

5. Group all employees of a department together. · Create
aisles between groups of 'desks or skip a row in order
to separate departments.

6. Separate the office manager from the.department groups
to allow for privacy and dignity.
7, ·Single out.the receptionist and station him riear the
door to greet callers,
}

·a,

.Place a switchboard on the receptionist's desk and
.
19cate a telephone within each.department, If.a.telephone.
system is .not available, play phones or home-made models
. may be substituted,
· ·
.

9,

Use movable partitions to separate departments, Folding ·
privacy screens or iriexpensive pa:r:titions made from ply-·
wood may be used,

}
!

I
I

I
{
I'
l

l.

..
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10,

After grouping according to a departmental scheme, arrange
the departments to provide for the most efficient flow of
bffice work. (See Appendix_ C, page 99)_,

Evaluative Criteria.

The criteria selected for student evaluation

should take into account changes in the students•. quantity and quality of
office production.

In addition, it should reflect positive changes in ·

achievement, attitudes, and goals,

Whether subjective or objective evalua-

tion is chosen, grading standards should be established before students
enroll,
Each student employee should fully understand not only what is
expected of him but why it is exi>ected,

This information should be

presented during the presimulation orientation period,
Whenever evaluative procedures other than tests are used, the
student should be informed that he is being evaluated,

In order to acquire

. job competence, it is of utmost importance that a student be able to
evaluate his job performance,

Therefore, the total evaluative program

should include teacher-evaluative, self-evaluative, and peer-groupevaluative techniques,

An effective evaluative program should include a plan that
correlates a careful blend of .subjective and objective evaluation.
Regardless of the process involved, evaluation must.be determined by the
outcomes of the program in order to be justified, ·0nce the·outcomes have
been established, a ?earch should be made for the devices that will pro-.
duce the best evidence upon which a valid appraisal can be made,

A

carefully designed evaluative program incorporating both subjective and
objective processes will aid.in detecting, analyzing, and treating
student employees• educational difficulties.

l

I
!
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Evaluation within a simulated program should be based on the
potentiality of student employees and on attitudes toward the job,
co-workers, and superiors.

Emphasis should be placed on the development

of personality and attitudes as well as the degree of self-improvement.
To measure a stud.ent employee's positive advancements in these areas,.
subjective processes fr.equently are used.

Within a simulated program,

the activities that may involve subjective evaluation include;
A.

Punctuality
1.
2.
3.

Reports to class on time
Begins work promptly
Hands in work on time

B. _Courtesy
1.
2.

3..

. · c.

Dependability
1.
2,
3.
·4•

J;J.

Displays respect and courtesy toward.fellow
employees and supervisors
Respects authority
Displays tactfulness

Possesses conscientious work habits
Assumes work responsibility
Performs work thoroughly
Displays honesty

Cooperativeness
1.

Undertakes disagreeable ~asks readily
Works well with others
'
3. Volunteers to do more than his share of the work load
· 4~ · Accepts ·constructive criticism
2·~

E·.

Alertness

·.i. Demonstrates an eagerness to learn
2.
3.

Responds quickly to new situations
Plans ahead

F; Loyalty

....

1. Respects confidential matters and materials
· 2. · Upholds office policy
·3. · 149.intains an optimistic company attitude

.•.
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G.

Grooming

i.
2.
H.

f

Ability to Follow Directions
1,
2.

•

3,

4.

I,

Practices personal clea.nliness
Follows office-style dress code

Reads directions carefully .
Comprehends oral directions (makes notes on oral
instructions)
Follows job instructions
.
Abides classroom and office policy on organization
and behavior

Perseverance
1.
2,

3.

Sticks to a job until.it is completed
Exercises patience when working out a difficult
problem
Works well under pressure

J, ·Initiative

1.
2.

Foresees work to be completed
Designs new procedures voluntarily
3. Performs extra duties ·
4. ·Suggests improvements
5. Offers constructive criticism
K.

Resourcefulness
1.
2.

l

L,

I
t

I

lt
'

.~\'
;

Systematic Handling of Work
1.
·2,

I·

Tries to· solve individual problems
Uses supplementary sources of information

3,

Plans work at. the beginning of work period
Collects-necessary supplies and equipment needed
for the job and replaces them after. completion
Works without lost motion

Subjective evaluation within the simulated program may involve
many informal evaluative techniques,

These techniques are used not only

for grading but also for guidance and may include:
1.
2,

3,

4,

5,

Anecdotal records
Case studies ··
Check lists
Informal projective methods
Interviews

.-
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6. Observation

7.
S.

9.
10;
11.

12.

13.

Personal documents
Personality inventories
Questionna.ires .
Self-rating scales
Sociometric techniques
Teacher estimates based on observation and general
impressions of student employee performance in special
situations
Teacher-rating scales

As is evidenced in .the preceding material, numerous learning
experiences and act1vities in a simulated office program require many
subjective processes of evaluation.

In.fact, some jobs may involye

total subjective evaluation.
Far· example, it is difficult to objectively evaluate the duties
of a receptionist.

One must use subjective evaluation

to

determine the

degree of :imi>rovement in a receptionist's. ability t 0 greet customers,
.answer telephone calls, transfer messages, or conduct tours.
On the other hand, a receptionist often performs duties in which
·· ·

improvement is reflected more tangibly.

These activities may include

handling petty cash records; keeping appointment and visitor registers,
or compiling publications such as newsletters .or house organs: In this
case, objective evaluation may be made through an examination of the·
finished product.
Moreover, ·various activities and jobs permit objective.evaluation
within a simulated

o~fice.program.

For example, objective eva:J.uation

within a simulated.program may involve the following jobs and processes:
A.

!

Typist

1.
2.

3.

Examining copy for accuracy (proofreading)
Reviewing the volume of mailable copy .
Checking the speed with which employees are able
to produce mailable copy

1

l'

)
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B.

Payroll, Bill.ing 1 or Regional Clerks
1.
2.

Auditing the production and cost reports
Reviewing the volume of typed oills, invoices,
checks, and reports
3. - Checking the accuracy and speed of preparation
C,

File Clerk
1,
2.

3.
4,
D.

Mail Clerk
1.
2.
3.

E,

Checking material for filing codes
Reviewing the files for accuracy
Examining records for up-to-date· filing, retrieval.,
and followup
Timing the filing and retrieval speed

Reviewing correspondence for "received stamp"
Checking file material for departmental.codes
Timing mail distribution and disbursement

Machine Operator
1.
2.

Checking the volume of acceptable duplicated material
Determining the speed of production

In addition to the preceding objective evalu~tive processes, the
director of a simulated pr9gram may desire to utilize formal evaluative
tecl)Itlques.

i
r

I

l!
i

r

!
!

1,
2,
3.

These

p~ocesses.may

include:

Employment tests
Performance tests
Tests used to determine advancement or.pro~otiort

Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Conclusions
This study explored the development and status of simulation in
the business and office education curriculum from 1940 through 1970.

In

preparing this descriptive account, special constderation was given to:
(1) a brief historical development of s_imulation; (2) a review of
emerging trends; and (3) a discussion of commercial.J.y published simulated
projects,

The descriptive· method of research was utilized to correlate

the historical development of simulation with current trends.

In

.addition, emerging simulated office laboratories were reviewed for the
purpose of establishing guidelines for implementing these programs.
Office practice instrtiction evolved from the apprenticeship

,•:

system .into a separate course in the .business curriculum by lS9S. · During
the 1900' s, the office practice class was expanded to

includ~

pre-·

employ:ment preparation for stenographic and clerical workers,

By

1920,·

most high schools·offered a "general business curriculum" with.
illstruction provided in office ·practice.
In the late 194o•s, high schools began to develop model offices
and simulated laboratories within their business cur·ricul~s~

Accordfug

to the Biennial Survey of Education in the United States, 194S-1950,
Model Office was considered as one of the
practice course,

76

off~cial

titles of the office

l.
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During the 1950's, model offices and simulated labs gained·in

l

prominence.

i

secondary levels of education.

I

Furthermore, these labs spread froin. secondary to postWith the increased popularity of simulated

labs during this era, vocational educators recognized simulation as a
valuable educational tool.
By the 196o•s, simulation had become a.part of vocational educa-

tion.

With the Vocational Education Act of 1963,

simulat~on

recognized as a part of the cooperative education program.

was officially

As a result,

simulation and cooperative education. simultaneously share the·benefits
of federal vocational appropriations.
Since.the inclusion of simulation as a.part of vocational education, one could not help being impressed by the tremendous growth of the
. model office and the simulated lab.

Currently, numerous. experimental

programs are being implemented at the post-secondary as well as at the
secondary level of education.

During the past decade, vocational

· legislation has accelerated the growth of simulated programs.
next decade, one may witness a growth rate that exceeds the

During the

deve~opment

.of simulation over the past 30 years.
Frain its.inception in the 1940's, simulated office laboratories
have been expanding rapidly.

In the 30 years that simulation has been

a part of business education, the facilities and·curriculllin have been
·broadened in order.to

m~et

increasing business education needs.

The businessman's demand

f~r

qualified office workers

business educators to. design relevant business curriculums.

ha~

forced

cilrrently,

federal funds make available to business educators the .most elaborate
facilitieS--:classrooms, office equipment, furniture, and supplies.

As
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a result, the course entitled Office Practice is being phased ciut.

The.

Office Practice class is being replaced with ·co-op programs and model
offices as well as simulated office labs.
·From about 1898 to the present time, instruction in office
practice has expanded from the restricted role of providing secretarial
,education ta that of providing terminal vocational education.

The

·primary factors that contributed to the grewth of office practice were
. the growing number and the complexity of business enterprises as we11· as
the increased school enrollment with its changing charactel;'istics.

These

factors have forced bµsiness educators to revise the business and office
· currlculum constantly•
.The fact that the demand for more qualified office workers has
-,
increased immensely during this century is proof that the business
education curriculum has a legitimate function in educating
office workers.

profici~nt

The demand for relevancy has caused .the accelerated

grciwth of simulated

pro~rams.

This is evidence that 9usiness educators

are strivllig to keep pace with the demands of society.

The growth and

acceptance· of simulation as a part of vocational education is verificat*on that simulation has a legitimate function in the business education
.curri"cu1um •.
Recommendations
1.:· It is recommended that an experimental model office be
dev,eloped in one ot: Kentucky's rural· areas in addition to those
developed
. in urban areas.. ·

....
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2.

It is recommended that a Mobile Office Education unit

be

developed through the cooperative efforts of rural communities and state
departments of education•
. 3.

It is recommended that simulated labs be developed in small

cities and rural areas where cooperative programs are not feasible.

4. It is recommended that cooperative guidelines-be established
at the secondary level for implementing simiilated progra~s by directors
of simulated projects after they have had an opportunity to gain experience
with simulated programs.

5.

It is recommended that a simulated office program be initiated

at the university level to educate business and office teacher trainees in
the techniques of correlating these programs.
6.

It is recommended that periodic information be added to this

study in an attempt to keep it up to date.
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October 15 1 1971

Business Education Department
Madonna High School
·
Aurora, Illinois 60500
THE WORK OF SISTER MARY THERESE
'

.

I am doing graduate work at Morehead State University~ Presently, I am
involved in research for a thesis on simulation in office education.
.

.

.

I had originally thought that simulation in the office education program
was initiated as a result of the Vocational Legislation of the 1960 1 s.
However, . Dr. George Montgomery, head of the Business Department at
Morehead, mentioned that Sister Mary Therese had pioneered in office
simulation.at Madonna High School in the early 195o•s •
. A~er thorough research at Morehead, I found only limited information
on Sister Therese and her work. I would like to learn more about her
~oject and thought that you might be able to help me obtain more information. Perhaps, your business department has a record of her early
innovative experiments in busines·s and office education.
Could· you help me or possibly re.fer me to someone who could furnish me
with more specific information on the work undertaken by Sister Therese?
I shall appreciate any help that you can ~ive me.
KAREN J ~- SLONE
I

cc

1

'

t
l
f

October 15, 1971 ·

Mr. Garth A, Hanson
Utah State University
Logan, Utah S4321
Dear Mr •. Hanson:
I am doing graduate work at Morehead State University. Presently, I am
doing research for a thesis on simulation in office education,
•
In 11\Y review of current literature, I ran across your article in the
November, 1970 Journal of Business Education. · In:the article you
described and outlined the operation of the Mobile Office Education {MOE)
Program, You also indicated that MOE II was in operation and that plans
were in process for a MOE III;'
··
I woUld like to learn in detail how this program operates and the success
of the program. As you worked with the program, I thought you might be
able to help me or refer me to someone who could furnish me with a:rry ·
availfible information,
·
I shall

appr~ciate

a:rry help you can give me,

Sincerely yo~rs,

Karen J,"· Slone
Business. DeIJ'.1rtment .
cc

I

f
I

·'
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October .19, 1971
-

Dr, Lucille Wright

Ohio State University
Columbus, Ohio 43210
Dear.Dr, Wright:
I recently attended a.business serrdnar at Morehead State University.

Mr. Lee Cantrell, from the Kentucky State Department of Education,
spoke to the group about office simulation. In his·speech, he
mentioned that you had worked on an office simulation project known
as APEX developed by.3-M.
·
·
The Business Education Department at Morehead State University has
plans in the.making for a simulated program within their department.
I am currently working on a thesis relating to simulation. I hope
to be able to gather some helpful information that can be utilized
in implementing this program at Morehead,
In my research, I was unable to find information about ·your project.
Is there available information that you ~ould send me relating to
your simulated project? r· would like to include your project in my
research.
·
·
I shall appreciate any information
Sincerely yours,

Karen J, Slone
Business·Department
cc

I

l

f.
J

t~at

you can send.me.

•

September 21, 1971

Gregg McGraw-Hill
Hightstown, New Jersey_ 08520
Gentlemen:
I am presently completing my· graduate work at Morehead State University.
To complete my requir.ements for my degree, I am writing a thesis on
office simulation.
I have completed and attached the coupon that I found in the Business
Education World to receive a free brochure on the Lester Hill Simula~ion
Project.

-·~

I would al~o be interested in receiving any additional information and/or
materials.on the Project or on office simulation in general.
.

.

·I will appreciate anything you can send me in addition to the 16-page

·brochure.
Sincerely yours,
ROWAflT COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL

Karen J. Slone
Business Departme.1t
cc
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November 17, 1971

Miss Colleen Murphy
Ballard High School
6000 Brownsboro Road
Louisville, Kentucky
.Dear.Miss Murphy:
I would like to thank you and the
an opportunity to visit your fine
office in operation, I was quite
model office, but with the school

model office girls for giving.me
school and to obser,ve the model
impressed, not only with the
as well.

I would like to say that you have done a tremendous job as it is
evident that a great deal of energy and enthusiasm has gone into
your model office.
In addition, you have a lovely group of girls to work with and you
have a right.to be proud of them.
I cerlainly enjoyed my visit to model offic·e· and I want· to thank
you and the girls for yow:: generosity, Also, I would like to thank
you for the materials you gave us and for allowing us to take pictures
of the girls during model office.
We.would like to extend an invitation to you 'to visit us if you ever
have an opportunity to be in ·Morehead,
Sincerely.yours,

i

I
I
i
~

(~s.). Karen·~. Slone
Business· Department

...

.
COMMONWEAL.TH OF KENTUCKY
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. BUREAU OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
FRANKFORT 40601

January 7, 1971

'

Mrs. Karen Slone
Route 2
Pine Hills
Morehead, Kentucky

40351

Dear Mrs. Slone:
I am sorry that I was so long in replying to your letter of December 1.
In regard to your question about specific guidelines for developing a
model office, none have been developed up to this time. After our model
office at Ballard has been evaluated and a one-semester pilot project
at Harry Sparks Vocational School have b~en evaluated,. we do plan to
establish some guidelines for developing a model office. I do feel
that guidelines will be meaningful, even necessary, in our efforts to
get model office programs started throughout the state.
I would be interested in·any suggestions you have along these lines and
would.appreciate very much seeing a copy of the work you have· done in·.
regard to model office. I am sorry that I have been.of little help to
you in your work.
Good luck on your project!

I 166k forward to ·hearing from you.

LeRoy Cantrel
State Supervisor
Business and Office Education
·LC/jmk

!

t

I
f

.·

};<)1 N.W. Michael
Lincoln, Nebraska
sovember 20, 1971
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f
I

I

•.s Karen Slone
:owan County High School
~usiness Department
~orehead, Kentucky 4o351
Dear Ms Slone:
You wrote a few weeks ago·about the MOE program in Utah. Since I am completing my
doctorate at the University of Nebraska during this academic year, your letter took
a little time getting to me. I appreciate your inter.est in the project and I will
briefly tell you what I can about the program. There have been some chai:tges this
year and I would suggest that you write Mr. H. Robert Stocker, Assistant Professor,
Business Education, Utah State University, Logan, Utah 84321, for an up-to-date
account of this year's activity. He ,could also help you get some classroom .
materials for the project if you want them.
The MOE program has been very exciting. MOE I has been in Operation for four
years. It consisted of two 8-foot wide trailers connected together to make a
unit which could house 12 students. It has now beenpurchased by a single school
district which has two high schools about 50 miles apart. It moves only between
these two schools and is managed by the regular teacher in each school. There is
no itinerant teacher aboard.
MOE II is a single trailer house shell which is 12-feet wide and 45-feet long.
It houses 19 students and seems to be the most workable physical facility that we
have •. It has been in operation for three years and has been purchased by three
school districts which have a total of five high schools. They have worked out an
agreement where a given amount· of time is spent at each school. An inventory
system is checked each time the unit moves and the regular teacher at each school
teaches the simulation. It took a year to get it going on this basis but I think
that they have worked out most of the bugs this year and it is going well.
Hr. Stocker could better tell you about this. He took my place as teacher trainer
this year,. ·in my absence.and has bee.n down to v:lsit the project.
¥.OE III is built in the "van" of a semi-trailer truck, 8 feet by 40 .feet. It is
ouite cramped and facilitates 12 students. It is built ·for much over-the-road
travel and is currently being used by the College of Eastern Utan at Price, Utah;
and th~ Utah Technical College at Provo, Utah (both are 2 year colleges). Teachers
H each of these schools have b.een trained to use the facility and it travels ·
unattended.· Mr. Stocker could also keep you informed on this unit.

.

.

The mobile concept is an exciting concept for teaching office·education. ~he
expense of an elaborate facility can be shared by many and the idea of the students
;;oing "out" to work is very sound. The administration of the program has been a
Problem and we still think that ·there should be a teacher on board at all times.
•heri we had one, the program ran a lo.t better than it has sin~e. the teacher has
~een removed. School districts just can't justify the expense of that additional
tencher no matter how hard we have tried to convince them. New Mexico has a unit

Ms Karen Slone - November 20, 1971 - Page 2

i
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in operation which has a teacher on board. It is working very well from what ·we ·
can hear. You may want to contact the New Mexico State Department of Education
for.information on that unit. Mr. Robert Gordon is the state specialist.

'

i.

. Thank you for your interest in MOE. . It is an exciting ·.concept and one which .
really works when the ·administrative details are worked out. If I can be of
.any further help, please let me know.
Sincerely,

'1
/./J£e//z/~~
Garth:A. Hanson
sh
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State Department of Education
Bureau of Vocational Education
Frankfort,· Kentucky

i

APPLICATION FOR COOPERATIVE OFFICE PRACTICE
OR SIMULATED OFFICE PRACTICE PROORAM
I. · School District_________ Date of Application_ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address
County

--------------

Participating School
Telephone Number
Address
--------------IT.

III.

IV.

Program for which you· are applying. (Check. one.)
A. Cooperative Office Practice_ __
B. Simulated Office Practice
Teacher recommended to coordinate the program:
(Study qualifications of coordinator on page f,...o_ur_o_f.,,....,c=-r""'i,...,t_er_,i_a-,,f'""o_r...,..... Cooperative Office Practice. Submit a Teacher Iz:formation Schedule).
Teacher/coordinator's daily schedule:
Period

l

Time:

T/.
VI.

Period 2
Time:

Period 3
Time:

Period 4
Time:

Period 5
Time:

Period 6
Time:

Job Survey.* Attach the results of your .job survey to substantiate
the feasibility of offering a cooperative program in your community.
Enrollment.

Number of students to be enrolled in the program?_ _ __

VII •. Units of Credit. How many units of credit will you give?
(See
.. courses approved b;y: Stat.e .Board of Education for maximum units.)
VIII.

*

Major Units of Content. If you are planning a simulated office practice pr.ogram, outline on· a separate sheet the major units or projects
to be undertaken. Show also the approximate ainount of time the students will spend on actual office jobs.
.Omit for simulated office practice program.

We have read and studied carefully tlie Crit'eria for the Cooperative O;ffice
Practice Programs for. Secondary Schools and agree to meet all terms and
policies outlined thereby.

I
I

School Principal

Superintendent· of Schools

Approved b;y:
Director, Vocational Business and
Office Education

State Director of Vocational
Education

...

.i! XImraddV
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SIMULATED LABORATORIES
January, 1971
'

:.· . School

Teacher

1. Boyd County High

Naomi Kazee

2. .Bullitt County High

Betty. Larimore

3. Butler County High

Wilma Tuck

4.

Betty Hawkins

Carlisle County High

5. Central High

Laura Frazier

6.

Clay County High

Lola Smith

7.

Daviess County High

Ruby Wheeler

8.

duPont Manual High

Mary Gillenwater

9.

Durrett High

.Connie. Ridings

10. Edmundson County High

Ray A. James

11.

Sue Somers

Fairdale High

. 12 •. Franklin County High

Jean ·Karsner

13. Grant County High

Mattie cox

14. Harlan High

James Coldiron·

15. Hart County High

Margaret

16 •. Heath High

Gloria Hicks

17.

James A. Cawood High

Charl~s

18.

Jessamine County High

Jane Richardson·

19. Knox Central High

.cra~tree

Pennington

C°leo· Click

20.

Livingston Central High

21.

Lone Oak High

Mary North

22.

Louisville Male High

Alethea Gill

· Euleen Baxter

··_:
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23, Madisonville-North Hopkins

Ann Davenport

24. Ohio County High

Marguerite Barnard

25. Paducah Tilghman High

Jayne Crisp

26. Pendleton High

Jane Bentle

27. Reidland High

Lucille Poyner

28. Russell County High

Opal Wesley

29. Scott County High·

Allie Jones

30. Seneca High

Donna Lacy

31. Thomas Jefferson High

;Joann Sims

32. Todd County Central

Judith Lawson

33, Trigg county High

Atwood Brame

34, Warren East High

Peggy Cowles

35, Western High

Lena Bailey

36. Wolfe County High

Ruby Collins

...
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TOTAL NEEDS FOR THE BALLARD PROJECT
Quantit;y:

Description

Amount

21

Electric Typewriters

$ a,000.00

4

Printing Calculators

2,112.00

4

Electronic Calculators

1,_971. 75

a

Transcribing Machines

3, 598.00

1

Spirit Duplicator

1

Spirit Duplicator Stand

1

Stencil Duplicator

454.00

1

Stencil Duplicator Stand

. 5Ji,. 00

1

Photoco~ier-Transparency

1

Overhead Projector

59.75

1

Projector Stand

30.00

1

Screen

41,00 .

2

Storage'Cabinets

160,00

·4

Foilr-Drawer File Cabinets

·469.00

21

365.00 .
65.00

Maker

Secretarial Units· (Includes
secretarial style desks, chairs.
and desk accessories--$350 each) ·

1

.Telephone System

1

Time Clock with Rack

1

Collating Rack

1

Set of Room Partitions and
Accoustical [sic] Barrier. :

1

Check Protector

1

Postal Scale
3-M Simulated Office Set
·supplies and Materials

325.00

7,350,0b
300.00.
. 25a.oo
5.00
1,000.00

..

20,00
. 19.00
1,209.00
700.00

·.:
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Teacher Salary

6, 760.00.

Teacher 's Aide

2,660.00

Consultants

100·.oo

{

Teacher Travel
Postage

150.00
10.00

TOTAL

$38,236.50

Of the total needs for the project, Jefferson County provided the
following:
Quantity

Description

Amount

21

Electric Typewriters

$ 8 1 000.00

4

Printing Calculators

2,112.00

1

Electric Calculator

4

Transcribing Machines

1

Spirit Duplicator

1

Spirit Duplicator Stand

·1

Stenci~

Duplicator

633.00
1,soo.00
365.00
65.00
454.00

1

Stencil Dupl;i.cator Stand

1

Photocopier

325.00

·supplies and Materials

350.00

1

Storage Capinet

TOTAL

54.00

BO~OO

$141238.00

The following remaining items will need to be included in the project
budget:
·
·
Quantity

Description

3

Electronic Calculators

4

Transcribing Machines

Amount
$. 1,338. 75
1 1 798.00

·The folloWing-items in the .total budget are· specificaily for t;he
. disadvantaged:
·
Teachers Aide
.Consultants

"·

2,660.00
100.00
$.2,760.00

l.6613:

